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Abstract
In this thesis we propose a framework for the detection and classication of colorectal
polyps to assist endoscopists in bowel cancer screening. Such a system will help reduce
not only the miss rate of possibly malignant polyps during screening but also reduce the
number of unnecessary polypectomies where the histopathologic analysis could be spared.
Our polyp detection scheme is based on a cascade lter to pre-process the incoming video
frames, select a group of candidate polyp regions and then proceed to algorithmically
isolate the most probable polyps based on their geometry. We also tested this system
on a number of endoscopic and capsule endoscopy videos collected with the help of our
clinical collaborators. Furthermore, we developed and tested a classication system for
distinguishing cancerous colorectal polyps from non-cancerous ones. By analyzing the
surface vasculature of high magnication polyp images from two endoscopic platforms we
extracted a number of features based primarily on the vessel contrast, orientation and
colour. The feature space was then ltered as to leave only the most relevant subset and
this was subsequently used to train our classier. In addition, we examined the scenario
of splitting up the polyp surface into patches and including only the most feature rich
areas into our classier instead of the surface as a whole. The stability of our feature
space relative to patch size was also examined to ensure reliable and robust classication.
In addition, we devised a scale selection strategy to minimize the eect of inconsistencies
in magnication and geometric polyp size between samples. Lastly, several techniques
were also employed to ensure that our results will generalise well in real world practise.
We believe this to be a solid step in forming a toolbox designed to aid endoscopists not
only in the detection but also in the optical biopsy of colorectal polyps during in vivo
colonoscopy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides a general introduction in the eld of colorectal cancer and the moti-
vation behind this line of research. Section 1.2 lists the objectives set out at the beginning
of this project whereas Section 1.3 describes our general and technical contributions. Fi-
nally, Section 1.4 provides an overview of the structure of this Thesis.
1.1 Motivation
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cause of cancer related death for
both sexes in Europe [1] with the majority of cases arising from adenomatous colorectal
polyps [2]. In England alone, the average cost per patient for colon cancer alone was
estimated at ¿8,808 with the total annual treatment cost (in 2007) for CRC being ¿1.1
billion [3].
In most cases the precursors of CRC are polyps that through a continuous accumulation
of mutations, develop from being benign to high grade dysplastic, slowly progressing to
invasive cancer that metastasises to other parts of the body. Research has shown that the
risk of cancer development can be reduced up to 80% by early detection, diagnosis and
surgical removal (resection) of dysplastic polyps [4]. In addition, invasive cancers conned
to the colon epithelium are curable by surgery alone without the need for chemotherapy.
A recent study by Zauber et al. [5] even described a 53% reduction in mortality in patients
who had suspected malignant polyps resected. Thus CRC screening at regular intervals
is crucial and recommended by professional medical organisations for early detection of
possibly malignant lesions [6]. It is sucient to note that 35% of the CRC treatment cost
is attributable to the screening and testing of patients who are subsequently diagnosed as
cancer-free[7].
1
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The numerous classes and varied morphological appearance of polyps, however, make this
task increasingly more challenging. It is important to accurately discriminate between
neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions to not only avoid ignoring possibly malignant tu-
mours but also avoid the risk of patient over-treatment. This ultimately lies in the hands
of the endoscopist, aided only by his experience and the tools available to him. Modern
clinical practise employs various methods of CRC screening [8] and visual polyp biopsy
[9] such as White Light Endoscopy, Chromoendoscopy and Narrow Band Imaging (NBI)
[10] each producing images at various denitions and magnications. However ecient
use of these methods relies heavily on clinical experience and training as they provide
no metrics to aid classication (with the exception of Virtual Colonoscopy), just visual
feedback. These imaging techniques are described with more detail in Section 2.2. Re-
lying purely on the endoscopists' past knowledge to classify polyps means inexperienced
surgeons often run the risk of ignoring possibly malignant polyps altogether or incurring
large time and comfort penalties on patients by needlessly resecting all polyps they are
unable to classify. On the other hand, several studies [11] [12] have shown that forgoing
with pathologic examination for polyps whose classication is condently established in
vivo can lead to substantial up-front cost savings. The reason is that after a standard
polypectomy, already associated with increased risk of bowel perforation and haemorrhage
[13], the polyp has to go through a pathologic assessment whose result will determine a
post-polypectomy surveillance for the patient [14]. It is now established [11] that the
cost of resecting and histologically analysing the polyp is much greater than the cost of a
potentially incorrect surveillance interval. Of course all these apply given endoscopic in
vivo assessment of polyps can be reliably applied to clinical practise.
1.2 Objectives
We propose a system framework that will bridge the gap between endoscopic imaging
techniques and computer vision by not only detecting colorectal polyps but also classifying
them as neoplastic or non-neoplastic utilising only the colonoscopic video output. This
system aims to be fully automated, work in real-time and require minimal interaction
with the surgeon.
The proposed polyp analysis pipeline begins by the endoscopist performing an exploratory
colonoscopy. As the endoscopic camera traverses the colon, a series of video sequences
are captured and analysed to detect suspicious regions that resemble a polyp. Once a
candidate region is detected, the endoscopist switches from an exploratory to a classica-
tion mode whereby he zooms in on the suspected polyp. A high magnication image is
then captured and analysed by a learning algorithm that classies the polyp into either
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malignant or benign.
It is important to highlight that our intent is not to replace the work of the surgeon but to
provide a helping hand, an aid to both highlight potential tumours that might be missed
and inuence classication by presenting accurate condence statistics to the surgeon.
The nal decision will still lie in the hands of the surgeon.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
We have designed and implemented a framework for the detection and optical biopsy of
colorectal polyps. We use the term "framework" as we consider this merely the founda-
tion towards an automated system that can have a real-life application. Further research
and testing is required before the robustness of the system is proven however the modu-
lar nature of our pipeline allows for easy integration of additional stages or incremental
enhancement of existing stages.
1.3.1 General Contributions
 We propose a general architecture of in vivo polyp detection and classication based
on well proven as well as novel, state of the art methods.
 A novel method was implemented for extracting features from the polyp surface
and background mucosa of the colon, obtaining features describing the orientation,
boldness and colour of the surface vascularity.
 We tested and validated our newly developed feature set by classifying datasets from
two common endoscopic platforms and a total of 173 polyp images whose histology
was veried with histological examination.
1.3.2 Technical Contributions
 We designed and implemented a novel way of selecting the correct image scale at
which surface feature extraction is optimal.
 A new hexagonal model for segmenting the polyp surface is presented. This closely
resembles the circular prole of a Gaussian function whilst minimizing the area
wasted should a circular segmentation mask was used.
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 We propose a new method for subregion analysis of polyp surface regions using our
proposed hexagonal mask. This has many advantages, including the identication of
polyps with a dual histological prole and improving our classication by including
only regions whose response closely matches that of the overall polyp.
 A short study is presented on the stability of vascularity features extracted from the
local polyp surface instead of the global surface prole. This allows us to infer how
much of a polyp surface area we require in order to ensure that the classication
features we extract correlate to those extracted from the whole polyp surface. Thus
we can perform optical biopsy on partial or even occluded images.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis begins by briey examining the dierent polyp classes and the current clinical
methods of colorectal cancer screening. This is followed by an overview of existing research
in this area and our contribution as part of this work. We continue to Chapter 4 by
presenting our methodology and results for polyp detection and localisation using only
the 2D video frame sequences taken directly from colonoscopy and capsule endoscopy.
Continuing to Chapter 5, we analyse our approach to feature creation and classication
between two common polyp types in order to build an automated optical biopsy tool.
Lastly, in Chapter 7 we present our novel methodology for subregion classication based
on features extracted from a hexagonal mask. A brief study on the stability of the
extracted features relative to the polyp surface area used is also presented. We conclude
with Chapter 8 where a small summary and critical assessment of the results presented in
this work. Several possible future research directions are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 2
Colorectal Cancer and Methods of
Optical Diagnosis
2.1 Colorectal Polyps
The main precursor of Colorectal Cancer are polyps that through a continuous accu-
mulation of mutations can transform from benign tumours to high grade dysplastic and
eventually progressing to metastatic cancer. Polyps are dened as abnormal growths of
tissue on the surface mucosa of the colon but they are not necessarily dysplastic or ma-
lignant and therefore not all give rise to cancer. Polyps occurring on the mucosal lining
of the colon are called colorectal polyps. These can have various forms and sizes; for ex-
ample they can be pedunculated, i.e. having a stalk, sessile, at or depressed. The main
morphological categories according the Japanese Research Society (JRSC) are illustrated
in Figure 2.1. In addition, around 90% of colorectal polyps are either small (6-9mm) or
diminutive (5mm) with the majority being diminutive [15].
Colorectal polyps are histologically classied as neoplastic or non-neoplastic. There are
four types of non-neoplastic polyps and three types of neoplastic (adenomatous) polyps
[16]. The majority of non-neoplastic polyps, such as hyperplastic, have little malignancy
potential and are hence considered benign. Hyperplastic polyps (Figures 2.2a, 2.2b) are
a form of sessile polyps that do not generally exhibit abnormal proliferation. They tend
to be asymptomatic and constitute 90% of the polyps found in the small bowel. Some
studies [17] have hinted that some hyperplastic polyps may in fact share mixed features,
some more common with adenomatous lesions. Recent research [18] has shown that these
polyps are in fact histologically similar to adenomas but have a serrated conguration
and were hence called serrated adenomas.
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Figure 2.1: Japanese Research Society classication of endoscopic morphology, adapted
from [16].
Other types of non-neoplastic polyps are hamartomas and inammatory polyps. These
are usually associated with faulty development and inammatory conditions, respectively
and grow at the normal rate of the host tissue. They have little potential to exhibit
malignant behaviour and their non-invasive and non-metastatic characteristics classify
them as benign non-neoplastic tumours.
Adenomatous polyps, or adenomas, on the other hand have a variable degree of dysplasia
ranging from low to high grade and this is associated to the variation with villous tissue,
the nger like projections stretching from the polyp epithelium downwards with minimal
branching (see Figure 2.2d for an example). A larger presence of villi on the polyp provides
a larger surface area and hence greater potential for malignant change. Tubular adenomas
are the most common (70-85% of adenomas [19]) and have the least percentage of villous
tissue with 75% of the epithelium arranged in a tubular fashion. Next follow tubulovillous
adenomas, 10-25% of adenomas, that have 25-50% villous component and nally villous
adenomas that are 5% of all adenomas. It has been observed that most pedunculated
adenomas are tubular adenomas whereas sessile ones tend to be villous. Some examples
of adenomas are shown on Figures 2.2c-2.2f (adapted from [20]).
Literature indicates that the potential to turn malignant depends on three factors: polyp
type, size and degree of dysplasia [16]. Larger (> 1 cm) polyps, with a large percentage of
villous tissue and higher grades of dysplasia are associated with increased malignancy risk.
A polyp is considered malignant when cancer cells within the neoplasm have extended to
the submucosa via penetration through the muscularis mucosal layer of the colon. Large
villous adenomas have the highest potential of turning into a carcinoma and thus must
be urgently removed by polypectomy. All the above information is summarised in Table
2.1.
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(a) Example histology of a hyperplas-
tic polyp.
(b) Hyperplastic polyp on the colon
wall under white light endoscope.
(c) Example histology of a tubulovil-
lous adenoma.
(d) Tubulovillous adenoma. The villi
are seen as the dark outer regions.
(e) Example histology of a traditional
serrated adenoma.
(f) A villous adenoma of the transverse
colon after surgical extraction.
Figure 2.2: Example of polyp histologies. Figures 2.2a, 2.2c and 2.2e have been reproduced
with permission from cPathoPic.
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Histological
Classication
Polyp Type
Maligancy
Potential
Non-neoplastic Inammatory Types Low Risk
Non-neoplastic Lymphoid aggregates Low Risk
Non-neoplastic Hamartomas Types Low Risk
Non-neoplastic Hyperplastic Medium Risk
Neoplastic Tubular Adenomas (0-25% villous tissue) Medium Risk
Neoplastic Tubulovillous Adenomas (25-75% villous tissue) High Risk
Neoplastic Villous Adenomas (75-100% villous tissue) High Risk
Table 2.1: Classication of colorectal polyps.
Finally, although most polyps tend to be asymptomatic, possible symptoms include rectal
bleeding, bloody stools, abdominal pain and fatigue. If a polyp grows too large without
being resected, it can also cause bowel obstruction leading to nausea, vomiting and severe
constipation. This thesis will focus on mainly dierentiating adenomatous from hyper-
plastic polyps as they constitute the largest portion of polyps being resected [21].
2.2 Methods of Optical Diagnosis
In the majority of cases, mortality from colorectal cancer is preventable as long as there
is early diagnosis. Several eective and safe screening methods have been available for
decades, including fecal occult blood tests (FOBT), sigmoindoscopy, colonoscopy and
double-contrast barium enema. Although studies have been inconclusive so far as to
which is the best [15], it has been shown that colonoscopy can detect polyps that would
otherwise be missed by sigmoindoscopy or FOBT [22]. At the same time, it has been
shown that despite its increased sensitivity, even expert colonoscopists have high miss
rates for smaller polyps. One study performed by 2 experts has shown a 6% miss rate for
adenomas larger than 1 cm , 13% for sizes 6-9mm and 27% miss rate for adenomas of 5mm
or smaller in diameter [23]. This highlights the need for an ecient polyp detection and
localisation system. This will not only aid non-expert examiners in nding possible polyps
but also benet experienced clinicians by indicating polyps that might have otherwise been
missed.
Colonoscopic examinations of the colon and the distal part of the small bowel are per-
formed with a CCD camera or a ber optic camera on a exible tube, the endoscope,
passed through the anus of the patient. There are several types of imaging technologies
that can be used while performing an endoscopic examination, each with its own unique
properties. These are as follows:
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Figure 2.3: Basic setup of a colour video endoscope, adapted from [26].
 White Light Endoscopy (WLE)
 Chromoendoscopy
 Digital Chromoendoscopy (DCE)
 Optical Filter based (Narrow Band Imaging (NBI), OlympusR [10])
 Image Processing based (FICE, FujinonR [24],i-Scan, Pentax Medical R [25]
 Autouorescence Imaging
 Capsule Endoscopy
Additional modes of operation may also be possible for some such as high magnication,
wide-angle view, High-Denition(HD) resolution, and image post-processing.
2.2.1 White Light Endoscopy
Figure 2.3 illustrates an example of a White Light endoscope. The traditional bre optic
bundles have been replaced by a charged coupled device (CCD). This is advantageous
in the sense that now the surgeon can monitor the whole procedure from the comfort of
an LCD screen whilst simultaneously recording/transmitting the procedure elsewhere. In
addition, the air/water and instrument channels that allow for polyp extraction have been
maintained so there is no associated loss of function. A Xeon arc or halogen-lled tung-
sten lament lamp is used as a light source with the intensity controlled by lters and/or
a mechanical aperture. To achieve a colour picture, a colour CCD (non-sequential) with
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dedicated pixels for green/red/blue channels (Bayer lter mosaic) can be used, but these
would result in a lower resolution as it divides the number of pixels per unit area dedicated
to each channel by three. The solution is to use a rotating trichromatic (red/green/blue)
lter in front of the light source, using all the pixels on a monochrome ccd (sequential)
to capture each channel separately. This does increase spatial resolution but can intro-
duce chromatic aberration artifacts on the recorded video frames as illustrated later in
Section 4.2.1. Research has shown that the accuracy of using white-light colonoscopy to
dierentiate between neoplastic from non-neoplastic polyps is limited to 59-84% [4]. This
accuracy can further be improved by using chromoendoscopy.
2.2.2 Chromoendoscopy
Chromoendoscopy or chromoscopy is the topical application of dyes or staining uid
during normal endoscopy [27] via the endoscopic instrument channels. Its purpose is to
enhance tissue characterization, but it does not involve a long-lasting pigment such as the
ones used in endoscopic tattooing. The stain used can be absorptive, contrast or reactive
but ultimately the aim is to highlight the presence of a particular cell type or emphasize
surface topography and mucosal irregularities such as those found in serrated polyps. In
the hands of an expert gastroenterologist, combined with high magnication, this allows
for very precise optical diagnosis with accuracies ranging from 85-96% [4]. This advantage
is oset however by the time, cost and associated learning curve to achieve expertise.
Chromoendoscopy is labor-intensive with results that depend heavily on the investigator
[28]. Figures 2.4b and 2.4c show examples of an adenomatous polyp with type III pit
patterns under chromoendoscopy (adapted from [20]).
2.2.3 Digital Chromoendoscopy Technologies
Digital Chromoendoscopy (DCE) is a newer set of dyeless imaging techniques that serve as
an alternative to traditional chromoendoscopy and, in a similar fashion, they can improve
the contrast of capillary patterns and the boundary between dierent types of tissue.
Instead of dyes however, they use optical lters or image post-processing to modify in
real time the spectral transmittance of the target area. In essence, they narrow down
the red,green and blue bands of the spectrum returning only a colored spectral image
instead of the typical RGB image of an endoscope. The colored spectral image allows
the surgeon to visualize supercial vessels in the mucosa that would otherwise be hidden
during conventional WLE thus aiding diagnosis.
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(a) Adenomatous polyp under white light.
(b) Polyp stained during chromoendoscopy. (c) High magnication chromoendoscopy.
(d) Polyp under low magnication NBI. (e) High magnication NBI.
Figure 2.4: Comparison between white light, chromoendoscopy and narrow band imaging
for an adenomatous polyp.
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Narrow Band Imaging (NBI)
One of these novel techniques is narrow-band imaging (NBI). By using narrow band-
width lters on the rotary RGB lters of a sequential colour system, photons of dier-
ent wavelength are produced, each having dierent tissue penetrating power [29]. Short
wavelength photons (415 nm - blue) have little penetration and are selectively absorbed
by haemoglobin hence reproduce a morphological image of the mucosal surface and the
supercial network of capillaries. As neoplastic tissue is characterised by increased angio-
genesis, adenomatous polyps are emphasised with a darker colour. The most penetrating
photons (600nm - red) are able to reach deeper vessels and their longer wavelength is not
absorbed by haemoglobin. Hence they reproduce the morphology of larger, deep collecting
vessels. Meanwhile medium wavelength photons (540nm green) produce a transitional
image between the two. Therefore, NBI has two clinical applications: a) The analysis of
the surface architecture of the epithelium (pit pattern) and b) the reproduction of the
vascular network of the polyp. Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of the dierence between
white light endoscopy and NBI on both hyperplastic and adenomatous polyps. Although
studies have shown that optical diagnosis accuracy based on NBI is not greater than chro-
moendoscopy [20] [30] [31], it spares the use of dyes and can yield higher performance with
a shorter learning curve for inexperienced endoscopists[32]. In the hands of experienced
endoscopists, the NBI can achieve diagnostic accuracy of up to 87.8% (88.8% sensitivity,
86.8% specicity) for diminutive colonic polyps ( 5mm in size)[33]. An example compar-
ing the same polyp under both NBI and chromoendoscopy can be seen in Figure 2.4b and
2.4d (adapted from [20]). Lastly, one must stress that although in the hands of experts,
NBI can lead to greater sensitivity and specicity when dierentiating polyp class, it has
not yet been proven that it can aid polyp detection [34]. [35] tested the time to rst
xation on gastrointestinal lesions found in the same area of a WLE and an NBI image
and found no signicant, p > 0:1, dierence between the two imaging methodologies. It
was also suggested that although NBI appears perceptually more inviting and thus pro-
vokes greater xation on the image, it might not carry the extra information needed to
aid detection over WLE.
It is important however to note that the pit patterns of NBI are not always identical to
ones obtained from chromoendoscopy [30]. Indeed, a limiting factor in polyp recognition
is often the inadequate pattern classication scales such as the Kudos pit pattern [28] or
Vascular Colour Intensity (VCI) scale (see Appendix A) that although being by popularity
accurate, they are by no means rened enough to be absolute or apply across multiple
imaging techniques. For example, polyps with a light VCI are classied as non-neoplastic
polyps but in practise, 19% of adenomas also have a light VCI [36]. Added to this is the
intra- and inter-observer variance [36] [37] which occurs because of varying expertise levels
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(a) Hyperplastic polyp under white light. (b) Hyperplastic polyp under NBI.
(c) Adenomatous polyp under white light. (d) Adenomatous polyp under NBI.
Figure 2.5: Appearance of hyperplastic and adenomatous polyps under white light ver-
sus NBI, adapted from [4]. Note the high number of blood vessels in the case of the
adenomatous polyp whereas the hyperplastic has a more bland appearance.
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and the mere fact that endoscopists cannot be expected to have the same performance
from day to day due to arising personal problems or other distractions. The end result
is that a large number of polyps are needlessly resected and sent for histopathology to
decide their class. This introduces not only delays and added cost for the patient, but
also increased risk as resecting a polyp can lead to perforation and blood loss in 0.1-
0.2% of patients [19]. An automated classication system can hence reduce unwanted
polypectomies by stabilising or even improving performance. This can be achieved by
minimizing investigator dependency of classication results. Kudos pit pattern scale and
VCI can be found in Appendix A.
FICE and i-Scan
The Fujinon R Intelligent Chromo Endoscopy (FICE) and the PentaxR i-Scan system are
similar in that, as opposed to NBI, they both use image post-processing to accentuate
pattern and vascular architecture. More specically, FICE uses spectral reectance esti-
mation [38] to take an ordinary colour image from the video processor and break it down
a series of spectral images that are then randomly assigned together to form a new mul-
tichannel colour image composed of only specic wavelengths. Thus it achieves a result
similar to NBI but also allows the operator to control which wavelengths make up the
spectral image (NBI is limited to only 3 wavelengths). Figure 2.6 depicts an example of
tissue under normal WLE and under FICE. Of the recent studies evaluating FICE, one has
shown that it does improve vascular discrimination and dierentiation of neoplastic and
non-neoplastic polyps relative to WLE [39]. Its performance in predicting adenomas was
at 93.2% sensitivity and 61.2% specicity, gures close to conventional chromoendoscopy,
however its ecacy over it has yet to be proven [40]. Lastly, as highlighted by [39], it was
perceived that FICE actually worsened image quality on standard denition endoscopes
(300 thousand pixels) and hence only works best with HD endoscopes (2 million pixels).
The Pentax R i-Scan applies real-time software-based modication of sharpness, contrast
and tone to the high-resolution images coming from the endoscopic video processor. The
mode of enhancement applied can be selected depending on the type of tissue being
examined. An example of one such mode that enhanced the vessel and crypts found
on polyps is shown in Figure 2.7. As in the case of FICE, the i-Scan system can also
signicantly increase prediction accuracy of diminutive neoplastic colorectal lesions (
5mm in size) when compared with high-resolution WLE [41]. A study by Lee et al.[33]
showed that its performance in the hands of expert endoscopists was comparable to NBI
(NBI: 87.8% accuracy, i-Scan: 90.7% accuracy; p > 0:05).
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(a) Under white light. (b) FICE processed image.
Figure 2.6: An example of tissue visualisation under FICE. The blood vessel orientations
and continuity is clearer to see than under WLE. Adapted from [42] and courtesy of Dr
Jürgen Pohl, Wiesbaden, Germany.
(a) Under white light. (b) FICE processed image.
Figure 2.7: An example of tissue visualisation under i-Scan (p-mode) adapted from [41].
i-Scan enhances dierent elements of the mucosa like vessel and crypt architecture.
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2.2.4 Autouorescence Imaging
Autouorescence imaging (AFI) is based on the detection of natural tissue uorescence
emitted by molecules such as collagen. Following excitation by a short-wavelength light
source, these uorophores emit light of longer wavelengths (uorescence). As the various
tissues in the colon epithelium have dierent actual and spatial concentrations of collagen
and other uorophores, their overall uorescence will be dierent. These dierences in
emission can then be captured, enhanced and combined into a pseudocoloured image used
for lesion detection and characterization.
The results of studies evaluating the ecacy of AFI have been inconclusive so far although
mostly positive. Conventional WLE has an all polyp miss rate of around 49%. With AFI,
the miss rate is signicantly lower at 30%[43] although this dierence becomes less signif-
icant if only adenomas are taken into account. Also when still AFI images were presented
to inexperienced endoscopists, they were able to achieve a 77% diagnostic accuracy for
dierentiating adenomas from hyperplastic polyps. For comparison, with WLE they only
achieved 53% and with NBI 63% [44].
2.2.5 Capsule Endoscopy
Finally, a new approach to endoscopic examination is capsule endoscopy which comprises
of an indigestible capsule containing CCD sensors on either side. This minimally invasive
method can serve as an additional tool for colon visualisation. Research however has
shown that despite it being able to visualise the colon mucosa, its sensitivity for detecting
cancerous lesions is low when compared to optical colonoscopy with the capsule only
detecting 74% of the lesions detected by colonoscopy [45]. Results varied depending on
the cleanliness of the patient's colon and also 7.9% of the patients experienced adverse
events (abdominal discomfort, nausea, vomiting) due to the ingestion of the capsule.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the dierence between images from a traditional endoscope and the
capsule camera. Notice the distinct lack of distension of the colon walls and the prominent
presence of fecal matter in the capsule image (Figure 2.8b).
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(a) The PillCam COLON Capsule.
(b) Polyp view from PillCam. (c) Polypview from endoscope.
Figure 2.8: An example of capsule endoscopy, adapted from [45].
2.3 Conclusion
Concluding, in this chapter, we have introduced the precursor of colorectal cancer, polyps.
A detailed description of the morphology and histology of polyps was also presented
along with the importance in cost and patient risk of correctly assessing their level of
threat. As mentioned earlier, the two predominant classes of polyps are hyperplastic( 90%
incidence) and adenomas( 9% incidence) with hyperplastic polyps being mostly bening and
adenomatous having the higher chance of malignancy from all polyp classes. Therefore,
in the chapters that follow, this thesis will focus in dierentiating polyps only between
these two classes as they are the most prevalent.
Finally, we have analyzed the current state-of-the-art imaging technologies that are slowly
becoming ubiquitous in clinical endoscopy ranging from dye based techniques such as chro-
moendoscopy up to digital methods utilising optical lters (NBI) or spectral reectance
estimation algorithms (FICE). Nevertheless, despite their improvement over conventional
White Light Endoscopy, these methodologies dispense no metric indication as to what
is the actual type of polyp being examined. The decision is relinquished entirely on the
endoscopist who must then make the choice based solely on his past education and expe-
rience. This gap between knowledge and technology can be bridged by computer based
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algorithms that are trained to detect and discriminate polyps with the same precision
that an array of experts would. Hence, in the next chapter we examine the current
state-of-the-art methods of Computer Aided Polyp Detection and Classication.
Chapter 3
Computer Aided Polyp Detection and
Classication
This chapter provides an overview of contemporary methods and literature in the area of
automated polyp screening and computer aided polyp classication.
3.1 Computer Tomography Colonoscopy
A number of patients avoid colorectal cancer screening, despite the fact that it may save
their lives, due to the inconvenience and discomfort brought by existing screening methods.
Patients undergoing colonoscopy, for example, will need to have a catheter inserted in them
for the administration of sedatives and also undergo laxative-based bowel preparation. In
addition, the total time for admission, performance of the procedure and monitoring
afterwards is approximately two hours including a 30-60 minute recovery time [46]. A
nationwide study in 1997 in the United States showed that only 30.4% of residents aged
 50 years performed sigmoidoscopy/colonoscopy within the recommended time intervals
[47]. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that non-invasive screening methods such as
Computer Tomography Colonoscopy (CTC) are gaining popularity amongst patients [48].
Computer Tomography Colonoscopy, also known as Virtual Colonoscopy (VC), is a com-
puted tomography scan based method whereby multiple cross-sectional x-ray scans are
combined together to form a 3-D virtual endoscopic navigation of the colon. As the colon
is structurally similar to an empty tube, x-rays pass relatively unattenuated through its
lumen but are absorbed by the surrounding vascularity hence giving good contrast be-
tween the colon walls and the empty space between them. Once the virtual colon model
is obtained then it is up to the gastrointestinal radiologist to navigate through the volume
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(1000-2000 frames per patient) trying to identify possible polyp locations based solely on
geometric features and location as no colour or vascular information is reproducible from
the CT scans (although it is possible to gather texture information). A study by Fenlon
et al. [49] with experienced radiologists showed that the sensitivity of detection increases
with polyp size and polyp type. Specically, for polyps  5mm, the sensitivity was only
55% whereas for polyps  10mm it was 91%. In addition, the performance relative to
polyp histology was also varied with radiologists nding it dicult to identify hyperplas-
tic polyps although this can be attributed to the fact that diminutive non-adenomatous
polyps become inconspicuous when the colon is distended with air [50]. However, per-
formance can further be increased if cathartic and tagging agents are combined in the
bowel preparation of the patient.[51]. Overall CTC results in similar detection rates with
colonoscopy for screening advanced neoplasia, although the number of polypectomies and
complications are considerably smaller than the latter [52].
Another option to boost performance and limit navigation time in CTC is to use a
Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) software to do an initial detection for the radiolo-
gist to review. A CAD system will usually handle the identication of the colonic lumen
and wall, do electronic subtraction of any colonic uids or fecal matter, segment colonic
surfaces and nally detect candidate polyp regions by a combination of features such as
shape, intensity and location. Lastly, the system will attempt to classify the candidate
regions into true and false positive detections [53]. Figure 3.1 (adapted from [53]) shows
an example of the CAD algorithm in action. For example, a system [54] has been pro-
posed that makes use of a combination of surface normals and sphere tting methods to
label likely polyp positions. Results showed that the system sensitivity for polyps larger
than 1cm was 100% comparable to human reader but also showed that the increased
sensitivity comes at the cost of lower specicity, i.e. there were more false positives. This
appeared to be a common denominator across a number of previously proposed polyp
detection systems [53],[55] with sensitivities ranging from 64% - 100% and false positive
incidence from 1 to 10 false positives per patient [56] for polyps larger than 1cm. The
main reasons given for the large number of false positives are obstructions due to fecal
matter and distension. This means that the colon may not be adequately swollen when
the scan was taken and hence the converging folds give rise to structural inaccuracies when
rendered in 3D. By contrast, when performing a colonoscopy this is not an issue as air or
carbon dioxide is pumped into the colon from the endoscope to expand the walls. Recent
studies however have been able to reduce the occurrence of false positives by combining
the polyp likelihood features with spatial probability encoded by a Markov Random Field
[57]. Despite the many challenges faced by CTC CAD, research has shown that they
can indeed improve CTC reader performance for inexperienced users [58]. However, more
large scale studies are needed to conclude if CTC CAD systems are accurate in a screening
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(a) Optical image of a
colonic polyp.
(b) 3D structure obtained
from virtual colonoscopy.
Colon centerline is shown in
green colour.
(c) Blue colouring indicates
part of the polyp that has
been successfully detected by
the CAD algorithm.
Figure 3.1: An example of Virtual Colonography, adapted from [53].
population and if reported results generalize to independent data.
One drawback in current CAD systems is that they only provide the polyp location but
give no indication of its type or malignancy potential. One can infer that if a polyp is
large (> 1cm) it has a higher chance of becoming malignant, but the same assumption
cannot be made for smaller ones; and being able to remove smaller adenomas greatly
reduces the risk of colorectal cancer. So, once a small polyp is identied, it is not possible
to distinguish between adenomatous or hyperplastic growth without performing a con-
ventional colonoscopy, resecting the polyp and sending it for histopathology. Therefore
despite virtual colonoscopy having a great potential for being a non-invasive method for
colorectal cancer screening, one must not forget that patients suspected of being at risk
will still have to be referred for conventional colonoscopy.
3.2 CAD methods based on Optical Imaging Technolo-
gies
3.2.1 Polyp Detection
In the image processing domain there have been several proposed systems that utilise
image analysis and classication algorithms to detect and characterise abnormal lesions
in the body [59],[60],[61],[62]. One example is the system proposed by Maroulis et al.
[60] which attempts to detect colon abnormalities by training an articial neural net-
work (ANN) on texture features extracted from pit patterns under WLE. They utilise
the Wavelet transform [63] to achieve texture modelling at multiple scales over a speci-
ed window from which four statistical measures are extracted (angular second moment,
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correlation, inverse dierence moment and entropy). Their training set for the ANN con-
sisted of 150 x 48-dimensional feature vectors and each test image included 22,472 feature
vectors. With this high number of features, the detection rate of lesions was 95%, taking
35 seconds to process each image on a 550MHz machine. This work was also improved
in [64] (93.6% sensitivity, 99.3% sensitivity, training set 180 frames) by the inclusion of
wavelet features extracted from colour (K-L colourspace) and using a Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) classier. Although being highly accurate at detecting abnormal lesions,
the system does not consider the case of characterising the polyps as adenomatous or
hyperplastic so it is not complete. As explained in Section 2.1, not all polyps are likely
to be malignant so it is important for the endoscopist know which polyps are indeed a
threat. In addition, it relies on having adequate training data to distinguish between a
polyp and other colon abnormalities and to be able to work on dierent endoscopic plat-
forms. This is especially important because as discussed in Section 5.3.3 of this thesis, the
various endoscopic platforms produce images with dierent colour representation. Thus
any feature based on colour will have to be retrained for that platform. Finally, another
limitation of this proposal is that it uses a xed window size to generate its features hence
limited to a specic combination of magnications and polyp sizes. Nevertheless it would
be interesting to test the performance of this textural analysis system on the broad variety
of existing DCE technologies as they can provide increased visual saliency.
A dierent approach to polyp detection was taken by Hwang et al. [65]. Instead of
using texture features, they take advantage of the polyp morphology as in 3-D space it
approximates a sphere. Detecting polyps from shape is often the basis of many algorithms
found in CTC CAD systems where they try to localise polyps based on their similarity to
structures such as blobs,lines or sheet-like [55], [56]. In the case of [65] however, detection
takes place on 2-D images taken from conventional WLE. As during colonoscopy, light
is only coming from one direction and if the polyp is suciently large, some parts of it
will be more strongly illuminated than others. Hence the edge information around the
polyp will be irregularly distributed. To capture this information, Hwang et al. [65]
rst detect edges using the watershed transform [66] that will also prioritise borders on
stronger edges. They then threshold the watershed transform down to a binary edge map
from which they select a number of seed regions based on region intensity. These serve as
the initial polyp candidates. They then t an ellipse to the edge of each region. Figure
3.2 illustrates these steps. The basic idea is then to split the tted ellipse and edge map
into an equal number of segments and test each segment for similarity with the edge
map beneath it. True polyps will only t particular combination of segments whereas
the rest will be discarded. Polyps are also tracked by registering successive frames via
an algorithm based on mutual information [67] and then comparing the distance between
registered edge map and the original image. The accuracy of the proposed system was
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Ellipse tting on structures of the colon, adapted from [65]. a). Gradient
Map, b). Watershed segmentation, c). Binary Edge Map, d). Fitted ellipses around
regions with strong edges.
tested over a video of 8621 frames, out of which 815 contain a polyp. The accuracy is
measured with respect to how many polyp appearances or "polyp shots" take place. Of
the 27 polyp shots, 26 were correctly detected , 1 was missed and 5 shots being falsely
detected as containing polyps. Thus the system has a 26=(27 + 5) = 81:25% accuracy
with 26=27 = 96:30% sensitivity.
3.2.2 Polyp Classication
Ever since Kudo et al. [28] published their highly cited visual pit pattern classication
system, there has been a lot of research aimed at developing automated CAD methods
that can assist gastroenterologists in dierentiating benign from malignant lesions. In
summary, Kudos' scale states that hyperplastic polyps often have roundish spots whereas
adenomas show more elongated tubular structures. Hafner et al. [68] proposed a his-
togram based technique for colonic lesion classication with respect to their pit patterns.
Using histograms is a good approach as it provides feature robustness to translation and
rotation and also allows for position invariance. The features themselves were a luminosity
histogram, 3 x 1-D histograms constructed from each RGB channel, a 3-D histogram rep-
resenting the colourspace (RGB) and a Co-occurence histogram (CH). The Co-occurence
histogram , measures the number of pairs of pixels within a certain separation distance
that have similar colour or intensity values. Thus it provides a measure of how structures
are distributed across image space. The study used high magnication images from chro-
moendoscopy and assumed that the whole image contains pit patterns hence made no
attempt at segmentation. Classication is carried out with a simple k-Nearest Neighbour
classier on similarity measures based on histogram intersection. Their classication re-
sults showed that out of the features used the best performing ones were the 3-D colour
histogram and CH with 86% and 79% accuracy respectively. Although of limited clin-
ical usage, primarily due to the large percentage of misclassied neoplastic lesions (e.g.
adenomas, potentially malignant), it did show that polyp classication is indeed possible
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with relatively few features extracted from colour and pit-patterns structure.
A more successful approach at polyp classication from chromoendoscopy is by the semi-
automated system proposed by Takemura et al. [69]. They take advantage of the colour
dierence between pit and background to outline the stained pit patterns using the algo-
rithm described in [70]. Essentially they convert the polyp surface image into the Lab
colourspace and quantify the magnitude of the colour edge, at a particular pixel, by tak-
ing the root-sum-square across all colourspace dimensions. As the colour edge is not
uniform over the pit's contour, watershed segmentation is then applied but this leads to
an oversegmentation of the pit itself. To reduce oversegmentation, water areas are merged
based on the dierence between their average Lab value. Areas with small dierence are
merged together. From the resulting segmented pits they calculate 6 shape descriptors
based on area, perimeter, second central moment, circularity and Feret's Diameter (the
longest distance between any two points within the selected frame). These are classied
using a discriminant analysis function. Although simple metrics, they worked quite well
when tested in [70] with 98.5% accuracy in multi-class classication of over 134 polyps.
However there are several key issues identied with this method. The rst lies with the
segmentation, as oversegmented areas that were not merged by their algorithm were man-
ually merged in a commercial image editing software and in addition, non-pit regions were
also manually removed. The pit segmentation algorithm also performed poorly on low
contrast images or regions not adequately stained which were also subjectively removed.
Finally, in addition to its poor documentation, the classication cannot be performed in
vivo as the convoluted process surrounding this method takes several minutes to perform
and includes several manual steps. Nevertheless its importance lies in the fact it quanti-
tatively tried to analyse pit patterns and achieve multi-class classication in accordance
to Kudos' pit pattern scale [28].
More recently, a large scale study by Tischendorf et al. [71] evaluated a new automated
classication algorithm on 207 polyp images taken under high magnication NBI from 128
patients with surprisingly good results. After capturing an image, the polyp was resected
and sent for histological analysis to establish a ground truth. In addition, the images were
also classied by expert observers to compare performance with the automated method.
If the observers failed to meet a consensus then a 'safe' decision was taken and the polyp
was assumed adenomatous. Their classication algorithm was a combination of features
published by Stehle et al. [72] and Gross et al. [73] and are based on features extracted
from the polyp surface vascularity. In brief, they rst segment the vasculature using phase
congruency features as described by P. Kovesi [74]. This output was then skeletonized and
the remaining pixels were passed as seed points into a region growing algorithm, Sethians
fast marching [75], that expanded over the vessel lumen to obtain the nal segmentation
of the vessels. Another segmentation method based on Brednos directional stamping
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Figure 3.3: ROC curve illustrating polyp classication performance per vessel feature and
per expert observer. The observer 'Safe Decision' is for the case when any disputed polyps
are considered adenomatous, adapted from [71].
algorithm [76] and Frangis vesselness lter [77] was also tested but was found to perform
less than the phase symmetry method. Having obtained a reliable vessel segmentation
they then proceeded to calculate a number of discriminatory features such as mean vessel
length, area, contrast, circumference, and branching factor. An SVM classier was used in
conjunction with a leave-one-out approach for training and testing. Figure 3.3 illustrates
a comparison of the automated system performance versus the expert observers using a
rather atypical Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
The overall results for 'safe decision' were 86.6% accuracy of the automated classication
system versus 90.9% accuracy of expert endoscopists. The CAD system also showed
reduced specicity when compared to the observers (53.1% vs 71.4%) although sensitivity
was the same for both at 96.9%. This indicates that the system has a tendency to
misclassify hyperplastic polyps as adenomas. Classication performance for adenomas was
higher although this is likely attributed to the fact that the number of adenoma samples
was much higher than hyperplastic polyps (150 images for adenomas, 49 for hyperplastic
polyps). The results of this study did show that an automated polyp classication system
is feasible by combining multiple polyp features. Its performance though is still inferior
to classication by experts and as such not suitable for clinical use. In addition the study
assumes that the image contains only polyp surface vessels and makes no attempt to
separate polyp vascularity from background mucosal vasculature.
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The above study was revisited in 2011 by Gross et al. [78] whereby the feature set was
expanded to 22 vessel features. The best features were determined by sequential for-
ward feature selection, sequential backward feature selection and simulated annealing.
Nine features were selected and in comparison to [71], the improvements made lie in the
normalisation of features such as vessel length to polyp area and the addition of three
new colour features derived from the average brightness along the vessel centerline, one
for each channel of the RGB colourspace. Out of 434 polyps in this study, 404 (93.1%)
were correctly classied with 95.0% sensitivity and 90.3% specicity. The performance
of experts in the same study achieved 92.7% accuracy with 93.4% sensitivity and 91.8%
specicity. Although classication results are comparable to experts, the system remains
semi-automatic as several manual steps are involved. These are the need for the endo-
scopist to select an appropriate region of interest (polyp surface) and secondly the removal
of blurred or partially obscured polyp images. With these in place, realtime comparison of
the CAD classication algorithm with and an endoscopist during colonoscopy is dicult
to achieve.
3.3 Conclusion
Concluding, in this chapter we summarised the ndings in selected publications around
polyp detection and classication with detection accuracies ranging from 81.25% for a
system based on 2-D shape features [65] and 95% for a more complex texture analysis
and ANN classication [64]. Studies in polyp classication also had a relative high ac-
curacy especially with data taken from chromoendoscopy with 86% for features based on
colour histograms [68] and 98.5% accuracy for features extracted from pit pattern char-
acterisation [70]. Lastly, we reviewed two major studies in polyp classication with NBI
that achieved 86.6% [71] and 93.1% [78] using features extracted from vessel structure.
For comparison, expert performance with NBI in the same studies ranged from 90.9% to
92.7%. This only constitutes a small part of the research currently undertaken in this
rapidly expanding eld.
Chapter 4
Polyp Detection
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Problem denition
Those that have had the chance of watching a conventional colonoscopy video, would
have observed that the colon is a rapid changing environment. The colon folds are non-
rigid and often change shape as the endoscope pumps more or less air to distend the colon
walls. Furthermore, despite bowel preparation, there is often fecal matter and other uids
present inside the lumen and walls that also add to the complexity, as these have to be
distinguished from candidate polyps. Even the polyps themselves are highly variable in
shape, going from depressed to at to pedunculated. In addition, the mucus lubricating
the colon epithelium often causes specularities to appear on video as incoming light from
the endoscope bounces o this highly reective surface. The eect is often amplied by
water injected from the endoscope to clear locations the surgeon wishes to focus on during
the operation.
Added to the complexities introduced by colon physiology, there is also the rapid camera
movement to be accounted for. Navigating depends not only on the skill of the endoscopist
but also on cooperation of the patient as he/she has to change posture a few times
throughout the procedure. Compounding these are the curves and bends of the various
sections of the colon. The end result is often erratic camera movement with periods when
the camera is travelling down the colon and periods when only part of the colon wall is
within focus. As it is impossible to tackle all these problems simultaneously we will start
implementing polyp detection and localisation by making a few assumptions.
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Figure 4.1: Camera position during endoscopy. We will constrain detection in position 1
and ignore places when the eld of view is o-center with respect to colon lumen (position
2).
4.1.2 Initial Assumptions
Firstly, we will limit the scope of our search for candidate polyps only when the colon
lumen is approximately centered in our image as indicated by Position 1 in Figure 4.1.
When the majority of the eld of view is focused on part of a wall and the lumen is o
center (Figure 4.1, Position 2) polyp detection will not be attempted.
Secondly, we will be assuming that the endoscopist is in low magnication, white-light
endoscopy mode. This is done for three reasons: i). this is the most commonly used mode
when a surgeon is searching for polyps, ii). Not all endoscopes are NBI capable and iii).
Chromoendoscopy/high magnication is only used after a polyp is found, not before. As
a result of the low magnication mode there will be little texture information that we
can use hence nding polyps using texture based features will not be possible. Therefore,
tracking will solely be based on geometric features.
This leads to our nal point. We will assume that the colon is a long, exible but smooth
tube and any protrusions or bumps along its surface are candidate polyps. By denition,
this excludes at or depressed polyps for the time being. So, ideally we will have an
image structure like the one depicted in Figure 4.2. If we project a line from the center of
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Figure 4.2: Polyp detection by tracking convex surfaces.
the lumen outwards towards the colon wall, then the rst point of intersection between
this line and the wall will be a point on a concave surface (green dotted line in Figure
4.2). If however a protruding polyp is present, then this line will intersect rst with a
convex surface, the surface of the polyp (pink dotted line in Figure 4.2). So we will take
advantage of this dierence in curvature between the surfaces to track possible polyps.
Violation of these assumptions is, of course, likely in real situations. However we envision
that the relevant detection mode of any deployed system would be triggered after rst
verifying that the image conformed to the relevant model. In addition, the information
on geometry can also be in included in a "soft" way in the form of a weighting function.
4.2 Polyp Localisation
4.2.1 Pre-processing
Typically, the endoscopist will use white light imaging inside the colon when detecting
polyps. An important limiting factor to achieving the best possible performance, whether
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(a) Dirac Structure. (b) Roof Structure.
Figure 4.3: Graphic description of the eect of blurring on edge type. Dirac-structure
edges change to roof-structure, adapted from [81].
polyp detection or simply tracking camera motion, is the poor quality of a large number of
video frames. There is specular reection from the mucus, motion blur as the endoscopist
struggles to navigate and even chromatic aberration as a result of imperfect optics and
the use of sequential monochromatic CCDs. Thus, there is the need to detect when these
artifacts are present and either correct or remove the frames completely. Only then will
we be able to assess the true performance of our algorithm.
Specular Reections
The smooth surface of the colon mucosa tends to cause specular reection of the light
rays emitting from the light source resulting in bright specular regions in the image. Such
specularities do not convey any meaningful information and should be identied so that
they do not corrupt the polyp detection. We rst identify specular reections by con-
structing a bivariate Intensity-Saturation histogram for each image. Specular reections
correspond mainly to regions that have high intensity and low saturation [79] and hence
by selecting those areas of the 2D histogram we were able to isolate specular regions. For
the moment, we are only ignoring specularities, although we can attempt to correct these
in the future [80].
Blur Detection
When an image has been blurred, there is a distinct eect on the type of edges [81]. For
example, the loss of sharpness causes Dirac-structured edges to become roof-structured
as shown in Figure 4.3. Therefore any blurred or out of focus images will have a distinct
lack of Dirac-structured edges.
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(a) Original image with its corresponding 5 levels of decomposition.
(b) Algorithm run on the same image after it was blurred with a Gaussian lter size 11 pixels,
 = 1:8.
Figure 4.4: Example of using DT CWT for blur detection. Red dots are points where a
Dirac-structure edge was detected. As illustrated the original image has more steep edges
at the upper levels when compared to the blurred version.
To detect this lack of Dirac edges, we rst decompose the image into 5 levels using the
Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT CWT) [82] [83]. Then we scan the wavelet
coecient maps to detect high-peaked edges and construct a measure of blurriness by the
ratio of no. of peaked edges on levels 1+2 over edges on levels 3+4+5. As we are only
interested in the wavelet coecients at each level, we do not spend time re-composing
the original image. An example of the dierence of peak detection between a blurred and
non-blurred image is shown in Figure 4.4. The absence of high peaked edges (red dots)
from the blurred image validates the reasoning for this type of image.
We then tested this algorithm on a sequence of 118 frames of endoscopic video. All
blurred frames were manually marked for ground truth, and we built an ROC curve by
changing the threshold of how big our measure of "blurriness" should be before the frame
is considered truly blurred. Our best results for classifying frames as blurred or not are
shown in Table 4.1, and the ROC curve in Figure 4.5. The condence intervals for this
table and throughout this thesis are calculated using the Clopper-Pearson exact binomial
method as this will yield the most strictly conservative criterion [84]. There is room for
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Figure 4.5: ROC curve for blur detection on 218 frames of white light endoscopy video
from the Lucera platform.
Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
Bluriness Feature
64.44% 98.27% 91.28%
29/45 170/173 199/218
(48.78% - 78.13%) (95.02% - 99.64%) (87.72% - 94.67%)
Table 4.1: Classication results for blur detection on 218 frames of white light endoscopy
video from the Lucera platform. Condence intervals (CI) are calculated using the
Clopper-Pearson exact binomial method as this will yield the most strictly conservative
criterion [84].
improvement in the percentage accuracy, possibly by including more edge proles in our
"blurriness" measure. For example we can also consider the eect of blurring on step-
structured edges. Also, as any blurred frames will be dropped by the polyp detection
algorithm (and hence any information within them lost), so it is important to further
increase accuracy and minimize needless loss of good frames.
Chromatic Aberration
Chromatic aberration is the misalignment of the RGB channels in the image. Specically,
the channels do not exactly overlap each other and as a consequence, ghosting and fringing
artifacts are present in some of the images. As the colour of most of structures in the colon,
under white-light endoscopy is a variation between red and brown, it occupies a particular
segment on the hue channel spectrum. Chromatic aberration usually causes either purple
or green fringes and these can easily be detected by thresholding the hue channel in the
HSV colourspace to regions that match these colours. Figure 4.6 illustrates the detection
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(a) Frame from a white light endoscopy
video suering from chromatic aberration.
(b) Image ltered to highlight purple and
green hues.
Figure 4.6: Example of chromatic aberration and its detection. By appropriately ltering
the Hue channel we can reveal or suggest aected areas.
Figure 4.7: ROC curve for chromatic aberration detection across 150 frames of white light
endoscopy video from the Lucera platform.
of aberrations by looking for regions that have strong purple and green components, whose
hues lie in the interval of (0:6  1:0) and (0:1  0:3) respectively.
If the area of the image covered by the aberration is suciently large ( >2% of the image
area) then corrective action is taken by selecting only one of the channels to proceed with
polyp detection. After visual examination, it we found out that the least noisy channel to
choose in such cases is the green channel. By selecting only one channel, we do lose some
textural information but as our polyp detection is based on gradients, it is not directly
aected and so this strategy is much better than dropping the frame completely.
We tested the performance of our chromatic aberration detection across 150 frames of
Lucera video. The results of the classication are shown in Table 4.2 and the associated
ROC in Figure 4.7. Performance is not perfect and invites more extensive testing in the
future.
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Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
Aberrated area
> 2% of image area
93.20% 70.21% 86.00%
96/103 33/47 129/150
(86.50% - 97.22%) (55.11% - 82.66%) (79.40% - 91.12%)
Table 4.2: Classiciation results for chromatic aberration detection on 150 frames of white
light endoscopy video from the Lucera platform.
Finally, to increase the resolution of our image, hence increasing the accuracy of de-
tection/classication, we could in principle apply super resolution. This takes several
sequential frames from low resolution video sequence and uses the sub-pixel shifts in each
to synthesise a high resolution image. This works best when the object, the polyp, changes
perspective slightly between frames. Super-resolution is currently a relatively compute-
intensive task and might not be applicable to real-time, but can be utilised to re-assess
results after the colonoscopic examination.
Following successful acquisition of a frame, the RGB colour image is converted to grayscale
using a weighted sum of each colour channel. The image is then deinterlaced (if the video
is not captured using progressive scanning) and subsequently smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel.
4.2.2 Exploratory mode
As mentioned earlier in the introduction to this chapter, camera movements whilst navi-
gating through the colon are erratic at best. Added to the non-salient environment of the
colon mucosa and low CCD image sensor resolution, it makes it increasingly dicult to
track camera pose using just visual cues. The easiest and most useful position to detect
is when the endoscope is travelling down the colon, i.e. when the focus of aperture is
roughly aligned with the centre of the colon lumen (Figure 4.8). This is when we have
a greater chance of detection of protruding polyps along the colon wall. In this position,
the endoscope is described as being in exploratory mode as it implies that the endoscopist
is actively searching for polyps along the colon wall.
To detect this mode, we begin by calculating the average intensity of pixels in the image,
and setting a threshold to select those with intensity less than 50% of this average. This
eectively selects the darker regions in the image to be used as a binary image mask. The
binary regions are then eroded using standard mathematical morphology approaches to
identify and remove smaller regions. Connected component analysis is then applied and
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Figure 4.8: Camera position during endoscopy. We will constrain detection in position 1
and ignore places when the eld of view is o-center with respect to colon lumen (position
2).
the labelled regions are ranked for area in terms of numbers of pixels. If the area of the
largest binary region is suciently large and near to the geometric centre of the image,
within a distance roughly equal to 10% of the image width, then the exploratory mode is
assumed to be active. The geometric centre of this binary region is marked as the centre
of the colon lumen, a parameter used in later sections to steer the adaptive lter bank in
section 4.2.3.
When in exploratory mode, we can then use geometric constraints applied through a cas-
cade ltering process to iteratively isolate regions into fewer and fewer candidate polyps.
In addition, this is done within a xed computational budget as we do not need to execute
the detection code on all video frames. A ow diagram describing the operations of this
lter cascade is illustrated in Figure 4.9.
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4.2.3 Filter Cascade
Gradient Template Matching
Following successful detection of the centre of colon aperture, 'Part 1' of Figure 4.9,
we employ a number of isotropic vector elds of circular templates to form an initial
probability map of the most promising candidate polyp regions. A polar coordinate
system is used to describe the pixel values in the isotropic masks via the error function in
radial position across a circle template. The error function simulates a circular structure
(which has a convex outline) which has been subjected to Gaussian blur. An example of
such a mask is shown in the gure below, and is generated with the expression:
Iintensity(r) = I0  erf(   ar) (4.1)
Where erf represents the Gauss error function,  determines the radius of the template
and therefore the scale of the hypothetical polyp, and  determines the degree of blur-
ring. Combinations of I0,  and  must be selected to build realistic polyp templates.
Examples of scaled templates are shown in Figure 4.10a. A preferred approach is to use a
vector template instead, which can be computed from the spatial derivative of the scaled
templates. Vector templates (multi-scale gradient masks) are shown in Figure 4.10b.
The multi-scale gradient masks are then correlated with the gradient eld of a video image
obtained from the exploratory mode to produce multiple probability maps the same size
as the original image. We continue by selecting the local maxima or peaks in these maps
to condense down to a subset of probable polyp locations. Peak detection is performed
based on the curvature of the probability surface and the height of the surface to sub-pixel
accuracy by using quadratic bivariate curve tting. This group of polyp candidates is then
searched to remove any that might lie within or close to specular regions as these would
distort the gradient signature of that region and hence likely to corrupt detection results.
We are now left with a number of probable polyp locations and are ready to proceed to
the next stage of our cascade.
Comparing the scale at which the candidates are found provides some information about
the probable size of the hypothesized polyp in the image frame, and may also be used to
reject certain candidate regions that are not stable across scales of circular template.
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(a) Scaled circular templates after Gaussian blur.
(b) Gradient masks of above scaled templates.
Figure 4.10: Example of scaled isotropic templates and their gradient masks.
Adaptive lter bank
Having obtained the centre of the colon lumen (from Section 4.2.2) and a map of likely
polyps in our image, we proceed to extract the bearing of each candidate from the centre
of the lumen relative to a horizontal axis. The result is a bearing angle, i, as shown
in Figure 4.13, associated with each candidate location i. The bearings, along with the
locations of each candidate and the image gradient eld are then the inputs to our second
ltering stage, an adaptive lter bank which is shown in part 3 of our owchart in Figure
4.9.
The lter bank applies a series of rotationally selective non-linear lters across the whole
image that, when correctly weighted at a specic location, can indicate if that location has
a dominant convexity relative to a particular orientation. The lter weighting is applied at
each location depending on its bearing, i, from the colon lumen and the summation of the
weighted output for each location is recorded. Locations with relatively high cumulative
output indicate the presence of a convex structure with a similar orientation with that
of a polyp if one was truly present. A scenario is presented in Figure 4.13 where a line
from the lumen to the centre of the polyp intersects with the polyp surface which has a
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(a) The original video frame taken from en-
doscopic video.
(b) Result of correlating the gradient elds of
the video frame and an isotropic mask.
(c) Contour plot of the correlation result. Red
circles correspond to the contour peaks, our
rst batch of polyp candidates.
Figure 4.11: Example of polyp candidate detection using an isotropic gradient mask of
radius 16 pixels.
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Figure 4.12: Polyp candidates for a single frame at multiple scales of isotropic gradient
templates. The large blue circle represents the detected centre of aperture from Section
4.2.2. Red circles represent candidate positions. The red line represents a line parallel
to the horizontal axis and green lines mark the direction from the centre of aperture to
the polyp candidate. Based on this, we calculate the bearing mentioned later in Section
4.2.3.
convex layout. Locations with a low output indicate the absence of such a structure and
are hence ranked as least likely to contain a true polyp.
An example of this process is shown in Figure 4.16 that illustrates a single frame captured
from a capsule endoscopy video. For the sake of clarity we are only focusing on the results
of just a single template scale (20px in radius) however the algorithm runs across a broader
range of template radii ranging from [5  23px].
Candidate regions have been initially pre-selected by correlating the image gradient eld
with that of an isotropic template of radius 20 pixels. A countour map of the result
is shown in Figure 4.16b with our candidate regions, corresponding to the hills of the
contour plot, being marked with a red dot. These regions are then passed to our oriented
lter bank where they are weighted depending on their bearing relative to the center of
the colon lumen. This is shown in Figure 4.16c. The detected centre of the colon lumen
is highlighted with a blue circle. From that centre, we then project vectors that intersect
with each region and whose bearing is used to orientate our arced gradient templates
(shown in green in Figure 4.16c). Hence for each candidate region we have two measures
of similarity to a polyp. First how well it matches a circular prole (from the isotropic
masks - highlighted in the magenta box) and secondly how well it matches with our convex
gradient template (highlighted in the green box). In this case we assume that a polyp will
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Figure 4.13: Illustration how the bearing angle is calculated.
Figure 4.14: Examples of oriented gradient masks used for adaptive ltering relative to
the bearing of the polyp candidate to the centre of colon aperture. Two lters are use per
candidate, one for convex and one for concave surface tests.
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have both a circular prole and a convex surface relative to the colon lumen, hence the
best possible candidate will have a ratio of these two metrics approaching to 1. Additional
ltering can take place, e.g. with concave gradient templates as shown in Section 4.3.
The end output of the lter bank is a ranked series of locations, each with a numeric
value representing the probability of it being a polyp, an associated probable scale, and
an associated probable angle relative to the centre of the colon lumen. This is essentially
a renement of the series of locations obtained in the rst stage of ltering with gradient
masks(Section 4.2.3).
Extending the cascade through temporal processing
More rened probability maps may be produced (e.g. comparing the detected polyp
location across scale space) and in each case computational resources will be dedicated to
rening a smaller number of candidate polyp locations.
After processing one frame, subsequent frames are subjected to the same process. Loca-
tions which are not stable across more than three frames are ranked with lower probability.
If greater detection stability is required, location stability can be examined across four
or more frames at the expense of greater lag in detection rate. This also depends on the
frame rate of the video system, and the degree of global motion. Higher frame rates and
slower motion will help stabilise detection results.
Temporal processing was put in place as a control for false positives. A region such as
a near specular reection could match the convex shape of a polyp but the probability
of encountering it again drops rapidly with subsequent frames. A true polyp, however,
being a more rigid structure than the colon, is expected to change location relative to
only camera movements. As the test videos we have captured are at 25 frames per second
(fps), and from these videos, polyps stay within the eld of view for only around 25-30
frames, it was decided that checking for candidate stability across 3 frames was a decent
compromise between detection speed and accuracy.
4.3 Polyp Detection: Testing and Results
To test polyp localisation, we consolidated the methods described in our Pre-processing
and Filter cascade sections into MATLAB R code which was executed on two separate
videos. The rst is a standard white light endoscopy video (85 frames) captured from the
OlympusTM Evis Lucera platform. It contains only a single sessile polyp that is introduced
halfway through the video. The resolution, being only 511(W) x 479(H) pixels, is quite
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low and to it is added an extra de-interlacing stage making any textural features barely
recognisable as it eectively blends the two interlaced elds together. Thus our best bet
at polyp detection is to take advantage of the geometrical features the polyp will present
when added to the eld of view. This is exactly what the methodology described in this
chapter is meant to do. The results of our suggested process are shown in Figure 4.15
and Table 4.3.
Figure 4.15 shows detection across 6 continuous frames of video. The rst frame begins
shortly after the polyp comes into the eld of view, at the top right hand side of image
4.15a. When the polyp rst enters the frame, it is undetected, as the algorithm has no
previous memory of it. In the following frame, it is re-detected and as its location is not
signicantly dierent to the past frame, it is marked as a true polyp. The metrics of
convexity and concaveness are shown in green and blue respectively and range from (0-1)
with 1 being most likely to be convex. The metrics are calculated depending on how well
the gradient eld around the polyp correlates to our combination of oriented lters. In
addition, the convex lter that best matches the polyp surface prole is shown with a
green hue and its opposite concave lter is shown in blue. For this particular video clip,
38 frames were identied by our blur detection and chromatic aberration code (Section
4.2.1) to be unsuitable for detection, leaving the usable number of frames down to 47.
The classication results across these usable frames are shown in Table 4.3.
As our methodology relies on only the polyp geometry, we also attempted to run the
same code on a capsule endoscopy video kindly provided by Dr James East from John
Radclie hospital at Oxford, UK. The video is composed of a series of images taken with
a PillCam R COLON camera. This minute camera, once swallowed by the patient, moves
through the gastrointestinal tract and captures several hundred images (with ash) at
equally successive intervals. A gastroenterologist then has to manually examine each
individual image and make note of any abnormalities. Having a tool to highlight any po-
tential polyps, even just sessile or pedunculated ones, would greatly reduce the workload.
The PillCam R video provided to us has dimensions of 256(H) x 256(W) pixels and consists
of 60 frames. Detection results are shown in Figure 4.17. A pedunculated polyp makes
an appearance for around 33 consecutive frames from the start of the video and this is
highlighted in red in Figure 4.17a. The metric of convexity and the matching oriented
lter are shown in green and the detected centre of colon aperture with a blue dot. Figures
4.17b - 4.15f also illustrate a dotted green line which is essentially the bearing used to
calculate the orientation of the convex lter to match that particular polyp candidate.
The line connects the centre of the colon (blue dot) with the centre of our candidate
region (red dot). From there, we test a number of convex lters with varying diameter
with the best matching one shown in a green hue.
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Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
Polyp detection on
white light endoscopy
(sessile polyp)
44.44% 70.00% 55.32%
12/27 14/20 26/47
(25.48% - 64.67%) (45.72% - 88.11%) (40.12% - 69.83%)
Table 4.3: Polyp detection results across 85 continuous frames (47 remaining after pre-
processing) of white light endoscopy video from the OlympusTM Evis Lucera platform.
Frames droped in pre-processing suered from either chromatic aberration or blurriness.
Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
Polyp detection on
capsule endoscopy
(pedunculated polyp
48.48% 81.48% 63.33%
16/33 22/27 38/60
(30.80% - 66.46%) (61.92% - 93.70%) (49.90% - 75.41%)
Table 4.4: Polyp detection results across 60 continuous frames of capsule endoscopy video
from a PillCam R COLON camera. No frames were skipped on the preprocessing stage.
PillCam R COLON images were of good quality with none suering from chromatic aber-
ration or blurring. All 80 frames were used for detection and the classication results
across these shown in Table 4.4.
Across both test videos, the accuracy is reasonable for a system based only on shape from
image gradients. The low sensitivity can be attributed to the fact that for a polyp to be
detected, a candidate region needs to be tracked within close proximity over 3 successive
frames (Part 4 of our ow diagram in Figure 4.9). Without this temporal check detection
would only be based on a frame by frame basis, resulting in many false positives (mainly
due to near specular regions) and as a result, very sensitive classier. Subsequently, the
accuracy would be very low. Therefore, it was decided to implement this temporal check,
sacricing sensitivity for accuracy. The specicity, however, is quite high meaning that
the system is good at detecting when a polyp is not present. This can be of great value for
the PillCam R videos as it can at least minimize the amount of images a gastroenterologist
will have to go through by ltering out those which condently do not have any anomalies.
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(a) Frame 1.
0.69586
0.47182
(b) Frame 2.
0.61072
0.30262
(c) Frame 3.
0.79484
0.34802
(d) Frame 4.
0.76964
0.47348
(e) Frame 5. (f) Frame 6.
Figure 4.15: Polyp detection across 6 frames of white light endoscopy video. At frame 1, a
polyp enters the scene and at frame 6 it is obstructed by a specularity. Numbers in green
and blue correspond to the likeliness that the surface is convex or concave respectively.
Both likeliness values range from (0   1) with 1 being the most probable. The blue dot
corresponds to the detected centre of colon aperture.
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(a) The original video frame taken from
the capsule endoscopy video.
(b) Result of correlating the image with
an isotropic mask of radius 20 pixels.
Candidate regions marked with a red
dot.
(c) Further ltering of candidate regions
to deduce which region is most likely
a polyp. Detailed explanation can be
found in Section 4.2.3.
Figure 4.16: Example of polyp candidate detection on a single frame of the capsule
endoscopy video.
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(a) Frame 1.
0.745
(b) Frame 2.
0.79266
(c) Frame 3.
0.71417
(d) Frame 4.
0.803
(e) Frame 5.
0.81002
(f) Frame 6.
Figure 4.17: Polyp detection across 6 frames of capsule endoscopy video. The polyp
in frame 1 has been circled in red for easier identication by the reader. Numbers in
green correspond to the strength of convexity, ranging from (0  1) with 1 being the most
probable. The blue dot corresponds to the detected centre of colon aperture and the green
line represents the bearing used to align the template lters.
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4.4 Discussion and Main Limitations
Before discussing results, it must be noted that, as they are based on only one endoscopic
video (and one capsule endoscopy video in the case of polyp detection) there needs to be
further testing to discern if results generalise in practise. Nevertheless, we have presented
a method to remove blurred and chromatically aberrated frames from images based on
features from hue and wavelet lters. The performance of each is 91.28% and 86.00%
respectively and they have been successfully incorporated into our proposed polyp detec-
tion algorithm whose owchart is illustrated in Figure 4.9. The heart of the system lies in
it's cascade lter that performs an initial identication of candidate polyps with isotropic
masks and then uses information based on their location relative to the colon lumen to
adjust a series of oriented gradient lters. An added temporal check is implemented to
track the candidate across several frames in order to limit false positives. As the colon is
a rapidly changing environment, it must be stressed that our reasoning is valid only with
the assumption model described in Section 4.2.2.
The polyp detection algorithm was tested on videos from two colon cancer screening
modalities, white light (WL) and capsule endoscopy. Our polyp detection method yielded
accuracies of 55.32% across 47 continuous frames colonoscopic video and 63.33% across
60 frames of capsule endoscopy. This is vastly outperformed by techniques using textural
analysis and separate classiers [60]. Our methodology appears to be comparable with
the one by Hwang et al. [65] in that we employ similar elliptical shape features. However,
in comparison to [65], we do not scan the whole image for elliptical signatures but, after
an initial pre-ltering, test each candidate relative to his position with respect to the
colon lumen. Thus our features are tuned relative to the spatial position and orientation
of a potential polyp rather than blindly searching for a valid signature in all regions
of the image. Unfortunately direct comparison with [65] is dicult as they have not
published detailed statistics on their per-frame performance. They instead presented
their performance metrics in "polyp shots" or polyp appearances. In the case of our
videos, both WL and capsule endoscopy, only one polyp appearance takes place so by this
metric we would score a relative high accuracy. Of course, we have no illusions that until
further testing is carried out, this cannot be considered a valid performance assessment.
Another limitation of our algorithm is that it is engineered to only detect a specic
polyp prole and does not cover the broad spectrum of polyp morphologies that can be
encountered in vivo as illustrated in Figure 2.1 of Chapter 2. In the case of the endoscopic
video, the algorithm was tuned to the prole of a protruding, sessile polyp and in the case
of the capsule endoscopy video, it was tuned to approximate a pedunculated prole. These
proles only cover a small percentage of the available morphologies and hence out polyp
detection cannot be considered complete. Adding more descriptors of polyp morphology
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in our pipeline is possible, as it is a matter of selectively weighting dierent orientations
of our adaptive lter bank, but it would also mean that we would have to chose which
of the available descriptors matches best to our candidate region something not currently
implemented. Furthermore, as the orientation of the templates is calculated relative to
the colon lumen, there is the implicit assumption that our lumen detection is always
correct. An oset between the detected and true location of the lumen will heavily bias
our results as the orientations of the gradient templates will also be oset.
In addition, as our methodology is primarily based on extracting shape features it makes
it impossible to detect lesions that are not protruded or at least elevated above the colon
mucosa. Flat or depressed lesions will not be detected as they will have no morphological
signature easily detectable from a 2-dimensional video frame. This highlights the fact
that a complete system for polyp detection would also need to incorporate a texture
based method, such as the one by Karkanis et al [64],for selecting candidate regions.
Furthermore, a limitation readily identiable is that the morphological descriptor is only
2-dimensional and relies heavily on having a prominent intensity gradient that dierenti-
ates the polyp from the colon mucosa. In essence, if the border of the polyp is not clearly
visible when viewed against the background then the gradient response from the region
will be weak and hence the region will be either discarded from consideration as candidate
polyp or give a skewed morphological signature. This situation can arise as the position of
the polyp, camera and light source are varied. Although we tried to compensate for this
by incorporating the temporal element into our detection, whereby we assume that in the
majority of the frames the angle of the camera and light source will give rise to a good
intensity gradient between the background and polyp, this remains a major hindrance.
A better approach would be to perform morphological detection in a 3-dimensional en-
vironment that is extracted around the segment of the colon local to the camera using
shape from motion algorithms as described in [85]. An even better enhancement, given
the exible nature of the colon, would be to use a non-rigid photometric stereo method
[86] to generate a single deforming surface on which to carry out our shape analysis. Even
these methodologies however are not complete and would perform similarly to Computer
Tomography Colonoscopy, described in Section 3.1 whose drawbacks include not being
able to detect at lesions. This goes back to a previous point raised in this Section that
states texture analysis of the colon mucosa should be an important part of the detection
pipeline.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a framework of polyp detection. In its design, we have
made a series of assumptions, namely that detection will only occur during the exploratory
mode of the colonoscopy and that the polyp itself will be sessile or pedunculated and not
at or depressed. The basis of our detection algorithm is the geometric properties of the
polyp as limited resolution does not allow for accurate texture analysis.
Our detection pipeline consists initially of several pre-processing stages whereby blurred
or chromatically aberrated images are removed. Next, a test is performed to establish
whether the endoscope is in an exploratory mode by tracking the centre of the colon
aperture. Once it is conrmed that we are indeed in the correct mode, we perform a
primary ltering stage with isotropic gradient masks to gather an initial seed of polyp
candidate locations. These seed regions are then passed into the secondary ltering stage
of the cascade where an adaptive oriented lter tests each region separately as to how
well it conforms to a polyp prole. This generates a rened polyp location map. These
locations pass then through the third and nal temporal ltering stage whereby we track
the progression of each candidate through successive frames. If a suspected polyp location
has been successfully tracked for a given number of frames then it is conrmed as a valid
polyp. The lter cascade can be extended to include more a broader spectrum of geometric
polyp proles if desired.
Although testing of the cascade has been limited, it did prove relatively successful in
two dierent endoscopic modalities and we consider it a good rst step towards a polyp
detection system from 2-D video frames.
Chapter 5
Polyp Feature Extraction
5.1 Image Datasets
5.1.1 Sources
(a) OlympusTM Evis Lucera. (b) OlympusTM Evis Exera.
Figure 5.1: Examples of high magnication NBI polyp images from two common endo-
scopic platforms. Figure 5.1a shows a hyperplastic polyp and Figure 5.1b, an adenoma-
tious polyp.
There are a number of endoscopic systems used throughout the world, each with its light
source and image processors. Images originating from these can have dierent amounts
of noise, varying resolutions and distributions of colours. Hence, it is important for any
classication algorithm to be tested against a wide source of images to ensure it generalises
well across the dierent systems.
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For this research, we obtained images from two commonly used systems. The rst dataset
comprises of 55 images (38 adenomatous and 17 hyperplastic polyps) collected from an
OlympusTM Evis Lucera, an endoscopic system predominantly used in the European mar-
ket. This will be referred to as the Lucera set. These are high magnication NBI images,
collected in partnership with St Mark's Hospital, Harrow, United Kingdom. The histology
of all polyps was conrmed through evaluation of biopsy samples or polypectomy speci-
mens. The samples were reviewed by an experienced gastrointestinal pathologist who was
blinded to the clinical information.
The second dataset comprises of 118 images (59 adenomatous and 59 hyperplastic polyps)
and these were obtained from an OlympusTM Evis Exera endoscopic platform. This system
is mainly utilised in the American and Japanese markets. The images were kindly provided
by Douglas K. Rex, MD, FACP, FACG from the Indiana University School of Medicine,
Indianapolis, USA. As with the previous dataset, all images were histopathologically cross
checked.
We chose high magnication NBI as the visualization of vascularity is signicantly better
than high-denition NBI without magnication . In a study by Tischendorf et al. [87],
81% of polyps viewed under high magnication NBI had excellent clarity as opposed to
only 21% under low magnication NBI. In a clinical context however, both methods gave
similar inter-observer classication accuracy.
5.1.2 Segmentations
(a) Hyperplastic polyp. (b) Adenomatous polyp.
Figure 5.2: Examples of manual segmentation of polyp images. The red mask corresponds
to the polyp surface and the blue mask corresponds to the background mucosa of the colon
epithelium.
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For the purpose of classication, it is essential to know which image pixels correspond to a
polyp and which to the background mucosa of the colon. As endoscopic systems currently
have no way of automatically identifying polyps and providing a suitable segmentation
mask with each captured image, we resorted to manually segmenting each image.
Both datasets were segmented under the supervision of endoscopists from St Mark's hos-
pital. As it was not feasible to ask experts to segment all 173 images, we agreed to have
non-experts manually segment the polyps that had clearly dened boundaries leaving
only the more challenging images to be segmented by experts. Before commencing with
the segmentation, the non-experts were presented, by the endoscopists, with examples of
polyps and segmentation scenarios. If there was any uncertainty with a particular seg-
mentation, it was assigned to an expert. The agreed protocol was to select as much area
of the polyp as possible whilst not touching the boundaries of the polyp or image. The
task was repeated for the colon background mucosa.
5.2 Image Pre-processing
(a) Original image. (b) Specular regions identied in red.
Figure 5.3: Example of detection and masking of specular regions in the polyp of Figure
5.1b.
Due to the reective properties of the mucus attached to the colon epithelium a large
number of specular reections occur in the images. These regions could induce artifacts
into spatial lter responses generated at a later stage so they had to be marked and
removed.
We identied specularities by constructing a bivariate Intensity-Saturation histogram for
each image. Specular reections correspond mainly to regions that have high intensity
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and low saturation [79] and hence by selecting that area of the 2D histogram we were
able to isolate specular regions. Inpainting [88] the specularities was considered but
not implemented in favour of not introducing articial data into the feature descriptors.
Instead, identied regions were dilated with a circular structuring element. The mask is
utilised later so that our feature generation stage ignores any data from these regions.
Figure 5.3 illustrates an example of the detection and masking of specular regions.
On closer examination, it was found that numerous images, especially from the Exera
dataset, suered from interlacing artifacts. This is due to the ageing architecture on
which many endoscopic systems still rely that, for bandwidth saving purposes, outputs
video only in interlaced instead of progressive format. As the images are captured di-
rectly from the video stream with no further post-processing, unless the endoscopist is
perfectly motionless, any mismatch between the interlaced elds will be copied to them.
We removed these artifacts from oending images by assuming highest correlation be-
tween elds in the vertical direction and hence used a vertical temporal median lter
[89]. Figure 5.4 illustrates an example of this technique on part of the polyp in Figure
5.1b. Specular regions are shown as the dierence in contrast visualizes best the mismatch
between interlaced elds.
(a) Original Image. (b) Deinterlaced image.
Figure 5.4: Example of deintelacing using a vertical temporal median lter on part of the
polyp in Figure 5.1b. The images have been magnied using nearest-neighbour resampling
to preserve the hard edges of the interlacing artifacts.
Finally, for precise polyp characterisation we must accurately capture the underlying
vessel structure. In the sections that follow, one of the ways we translate this vessel
morphology into features is by examining the image intensity gradients. As these are
derived from our images, the better the contrast between the capillaries and mucosa, the
better our characterisation will be. NBI uses wavelengths that are strongly absorbed by
haemoglobin (415 nm (blue) and 540nm (green) [90]) and ideally we would like to extract
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and process images by each wavelength separately. Unfortunately, as we do not have such
low level access into the endoscopic image processor, we are only given the raw video
output. Here, both images have been combined into a single colour image from which it
is dicult to distinguish the constituent wavelengths unless one uses spectral reectance
estimation [38]. Hence, to extract intensity information, we convert our image from the
RGB (Red, Green, Blue) colourspace to HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) colourspace. The
'Value' channel allows us to decouple the physical lightness information of each pixel from
the colour hues and therefore we chose to pass this channel as the input to our image
gradient lters in the sections that follow.
5.3 Feature Construction
5.3.1 Vascularity Features - Orientation magnitude
The polyp vascularity appears in NBI images as dark lines in the surface of the polyp
and make its texture being locally oriented along one direction. In order to quantify the
strength and the direction of these vessels, we construct a complex eld of local dominant
orientations (LDOs), using the wavelet ltering technique proposed by Bharath et al [91].
In brief, an isotropic lowpass lter and a set of four oriented bandpass complex analysis
lters, with orientations at angles k = 0; =4; =2; 3=4, are used for decomposition at
a given scale. As noted in Section 5.2, the polyp image is converted to the colourspace
and the 'Value' channel is used as input to our lters. Thus, the orientation dominance
at scale l is computed as follows:
O(l)(m;n) =
Pk=1
4 jf (l)k (m;n)jej2k
p+
qPk=1
4 jf (l)k (m;n)j2
(5.1)
where m;n are the image coordinates,f
(l)
k is the output of the k
th oriented lter at scale l,
j is dened as
p 1 and p is a normalisation parameter set at 1% of the maximum value in
the original image. Scale l is dened as ( 4
p
2)q where q = 0; 1; 2; :::; qmax. A visualization
example of this eld on part of a polyp is shown in Figure 5.5.
The advantage of using a steerable pyramid over for example a computationally simpler
Laplacian one is that we get separate, non-aliased subbands for both orientation and
magnitude making it ideal for texture and feature analysis at separate scales. In addition,
the steerable pyramid can be designed to produce any number of orientation bands, k.
The main penalty being that of a substantially over-complete representation, a factor
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(a) Example of a polyp. (b) Local Dominant Orientation eld
(LDO) on part of the polyp.
Figure 5.5: Visualisation of the Local Dominant Orientation eld (LDO) on part a polyp;
the length of eld lines corresponds to the LDO magnitude and their direction to the
LDO orientation.
of 4k
3
, when compared to the Laplacian pyramid, with a factor of 4
3
, hence increased
computational load [92]. Lastly, it is worth noting that the steerable pyramid is self-
inverting, hence errors introduced by quantization of the subbands will not appear as
out-of-band artifacts should the images be reconstructed. We avoided the use of an edge
detector such as the Canny algorithm as it primarily relies on having a good threshold to
trace edges and only provides a binary result hence, no information on the quality of the
edge.
To optimally characterise the vessels using Equation (5.1) we must rst nd the optimal
value of scale l, and hence q, at which the LDO eld will have maximum response.
To understand this concept, let us consider a more general example. In texture analysis,
several rotated lters (e.g. Laws lters features [93]) might have to be used, corresponding
to dierent orientations of the texture. A similar case occurs with scale. Rather than
using a single scale of analysis for object recognition, a modern approach will be scale-
invariant, typically selecting an intrinsic scale for use in analysing the object, as in the
case of the SIFT descriptor [94].
In a similar way, we can select, or tune the selection of features based on whether they
satisfy a certain assumption or not about scale, orientation, and so on. This is directly
related to the distance of the polyp from the camera, as well as the width of the vascularity.
This parameter is one that other studies in polyp characterisation have often neglected
[72] or assumed constant by xing the zoom factor of the endoscope [68]. Since this
information is not known a priori for every image, we take an iterative approach to
selecting the best possible scale. We therefore compute the LDOs for a number of ner
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and coarser scales, starting with the original image and each scale separated by a factor
of 4
p
2 up to a factor of ( 4
p
2)qmax . For each scale, we compute the complex LDO eld
and apply a low pass lter to eliminate abrupt changes. Finally, we select the scale, l,
with the maximum response by keeping the eld with the largest mean scalar value of
the magnitude of orientation dominance. The graphs in Figure 5.6 show an example of
how our selected scale can account for the distance of the polyp to the camera lens. The
vertical axis represents the mean LDO magnitude value and the horizontal axis, the scale
at which the polyp is tested. The polyp surface under consideration is highlighted in
green and had already been manually segmented as noted in Section 5.1.2. As the images
have been preprocessed according to Section 5.2 to discard specular regions, some of the
segmentations (in green mask) appear eroded. Feature generation will only be performed
on those green regions.
As indicated by Kudo's pit pattern [28], routinely used by endoscopists, the vascularity
of adenomas is denser, bolder and more elongated when compared to hyperplastic polyps
which have scarcer vascular density with more star shaped or elliptical pits. Ignjatovic et
al. [95] made a good attempt to quantify this by examining histograms of the magnitude
of the LDO eld of the polyp surface. These features mainly encapsulate the dierence
in the prominence or boldness of the vessels, but not their irregularity. We avoided the
simpler approach of using histograms of intensity gradients as these would be too sensitive
to illumination changes across the image. The LDO eld by design is more invariant to
changes of contrast and phase.
To quantify the dierence in the density of vessels we construct, for each polyp, a his-
togram of the magnitudes of the LDO eld at the selected scale. As stated in Section
5.1.2 we already have the masks that segment the polyp surface out of each image. Hence,
after calculating the LDO eld across the whole image we use the mask to select the eld
corresponding to the polyp, ignoring specularities. From the selected eld we then cal-
culate a histogram of the magnitude of the orientation dominance. Each histogram is
normalised by the number of pixels that make up the polyp area. Having done this for
both classes of polyps in each set, we pool all histograms of orientation magnitudes for
each class together. From each class histogram we also removed any outliers greater than
x + 4 . The corresponding pooled magnitude histograms for Lucera and Exera images
are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. As expected, in both cases, the pooled his-
togram of orientation magnitudes for adenomas has a more platykurtic form, indicative
of the bolder vessel structure.
To exploit this dierence in a feature that can be used in a classier, we select the bin
interval of the dierence histogram, Figure 1(c), that maximises the Fisher criterion, J
in Equation (5.2), between the two classes:
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(a) High magnication.
(b) Medium magnication.
(c) Low magnication.
Figure 5.6: Example of scale selection on multiple polyp images. Green areas correspond
to the manual segmentation mask, with the specular regions removed. The axis indicate
the mean LDO magnitude versus the image resizing factor. The further away the polyp
is from the lens, the larger the resizing of our image.
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(a) Adenomatous polyps.
(b) Hyperplastic polyps.
(c) The absolute dierence between adenomatous and
hyperplastic histograms.
Figure 5.7: Pooled histograms of magnitude of orientation dominance for Lucera set.
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(a) Adenomatous polyps.
(b) Hyperplastic polyps.
(c) The absolute dierence between adenomatous and
hyperplastic histograms.
Figure 5.8: Pooled histograms of magnitude of orientation dominance for Exera set.
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J =
(1   2)2
(12   22)=2
(5.2)
where 1; 2 are the means of the two classes and 1; 2 is the standard deviation. Es-
sentially, maximising J is equivalent to maximising the distance between the means of
the two classes whilst minimising within class variance. By selecting specic bin inter-
vals, we avoid including the whole range of LDO magnitude values that would dilute the
discriminatory performance of our classier.
In the case of Lucera images, the bins that maximise J lie in the intervals [0:04   0:36]
and [0:45 0:67] . For the Exera set, the bins were found at [0:06 0:08] and [0:38 0:42].
Each bin interval corresponds to one feature. The fact that the intervals between the two
sets do not overlap whereas both represent the same polyp classes highlight that there is
an inherit dierence in the way the NBI images are rendered in each endoscopic system.
Therefore, we deemed it wise not to combine both sets, but treat each endoscopic system
separately when dealing with feature construction and classication.
In addition to the dierence in bin frequency, we also noticed that the pooled magnitude
histogram of hyperplastic polyps has a more leptokurtic(thin) shape than the adenoma-
tous case. This coincides with the observation by other studies [33] that noted the scarcer
vascular density of hyperplastic polyps, which in turn is indicated in our results by the
fact that the majority of LDO magnitudes are concentrated at lower values giving the
leptokurtic shape. Adenomatous polyps dominate a larger range of magnitude values.
Thus our third feature is quantied by the normalised kurtosis, Equation (5.3), of the
histograms, where E is the expectation operator, the weighted average of all possible
values.
k =
E[(x  E[x])4]
4
(5.3)
Another way in which we can capture the vascularity dierence between the two polyp
classes it to compare them with the vascularity of the background mucosa of the colon.
Assuming that the vascular morphology of the background remains approximately similar
between polyps, we should be able to see a class separation when we compare each one
versus the background. In addition, this also removes the inuence of variations in the
normal colon epithelium, that would also aect the vasculature of the polyp. To quantise
this, we obtained the LDO eld for the normal mucosa in similar fashion to the polyp,
via scale selection, and also produced a histogram of orientation magnitudes. From this,
we proceeded to make three pooled cumulative histograms of orientation magnitudes,
one for each type of surface (adenoma, hyperplastic ,normal mucosa). The results (for
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(a) Adenomatous polyps versus background mucosa.
(b) Hyperplastic polyps versus background mucosa.
Figure 5.9: Cumulative histograms of LDO magnitude for polyp and surrounding mucosa
for Lucera set. A steeper curve indicates higher frequencies of lower LDO magnitudes,
hence less prominent vasculature. Note that the separation of the two histograms in
the case of adenomas is indicative of their bolder vascularity relative to the background
mucosa. This separation is less apparent in the case of hyperplastic polyps whose vessels
appear to be slightly less bold than the mucosa.
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(a) Adenomatous polyps versus background mucosa.
(b) Hyperplastic polyps versus background mucosa.
Figure 5.10: Cumulative histograms of LDO magnitude for polyp and surrounding mucosa
for Exera set. As with in the case of Lucera images, the separation of the two histograms
in the case of adenomas indicates their bolder vascularity relative to the background
mucosa. This separation is reversed in the case of hyperplastic polyps as their vascularity
appears to be less bold relative to the background mucosa.
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the Lucera set) comparing adenomas and background mucosa are shown in Figure 5.9a
and for hyperplastic versus background mucosa in Figure 5.9b. A sharply rising curve
in the histogram indicates that the surface is dominated by low magnitude orientations,
hence its vasculature is less bold. As seen from Figure 5.9a, the vascularity of the mean
adenomatous polyp surface is indeed stronger than the background mucosa as the curve
passes underneath the one of the mucosa. This is less apparent in the case of hyperplastic
polyps, Figure 5.9b, were the curves of the cumulative histogram are closer together,
showing little separation in orientation magnitude distribution. The same observations
apply in the case of the Exera dataset whose results are shown in Figure; 5.12.
We enumerated this dierence in vascularity into two features. The rst being the
Kolmogorov-Smirnof (K-S) statistic, Dn, in Equation (5.4):
Dn = supxjFn(x)  F (x)j (5.4)
where Fn(x) and F (x) are the empirical distributions we wish to compare, in this case
the cumulative histogram of the polyp surface and the polyp background, and supx is the
supremum of the set of distances. The interval along which the K-S statistic is calculated
is set as to maximise the Fisher criterion, Equation (5.2) between the two polyp classes.
In the case of both the Exera and Lucera sets this was found, via an iterative search,
to be maximised when the statistic was calculated along the interval [0:06; 0:32] of the
normalised magnitude axis.
The second feature used to assess the dierence between distributions is shown in Equation
(5.5). Gn is the sum of the absolute dierences between the distributions Fn(x) and F (x)
along the interval [istart; iend]. As with the K-S statistic, Fn(x) corresponds to the polyp
surface distribution and F (x) to the background mucosa. This was chosen because as
shown in the case of adenomatous polyps, Figure 5.11a, the polyp curve is below that of
the background mucosa whereas the opposite is true in the case of hyperplastic polyps,
Figure 5.11a. In the rst scenario, Gn will be negative for the average adenoma histogram
and positive for the average hyperplastic histogram. Again, the interval [istart; iend] that
maximises the separation between the two classes was found to be [0:55; 0:99] along the
the normalised LDO magnitude axis. This interval was the same for both polyp datasets.
Gn =
iendX
i=istart
(Fn(xi)  F (xi)) (5.5)
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(a) Adenomatous polyps.
(b) Hyperplastic polyps.
(c) The dierence between adenomatous and
hyperplastic histograms.
Figure 5.11: Pooled histograms of angle of orientation dominance for Lucera set.
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(a) Adenomatous polyps.
(b) Hyperplastic polyps.
(c) The dierence between adenomatous and
hyperplastic histograms.
Figure 5.12: Pooled histograms of angle of orientation dominance for Exera set.
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5.3.2 Vasculatiry Features - Orientation angle
As noted in section 5.3.1, the magnitude of LDO features mainly encapsulate the dier-
ence in the boldness of the vessels, but not their irregularity. We address this limitation
by looking at how the angle of the orientation dominance eld, O(l)(m;n) changes over
the polyp surface. Kudos pit-pattern scale, illustrated in Appendix A, notes that hyper-
plastic polyps tend to have a more round and regular vasculature, dominated by circular
or stellar patterns. On the other hand, adenomas have more tubular vessels with often
having numerous bifurcations and an overall general irregularity. Thus we expect that
a histogram of the orientation angles of the surface vascularity will be atter for a hy-
perplastic polyp relative to an adenoma as circular structures will provide an isotropic
distribution of orientation gradients whereas tubular-like ones will be more dominant
across one orientation.
To obtain this angle, we split the complex eld into its real and imaginary parts, (m;n; l) =
u(m;n; l) + jv(m;n; l), and from complex arithmetic it follows that the angle of the ori-
entation eld, , can be obtained as in Equation (5.6).
(m;n; l) = arctan

v(m;n; l)
u(m;n; l)

(5.6)
The histogram of orientations is then computed, for each polyp, using 36 bins of 5 width
that cover the interval [0   180). In addition, the histograms are weighted by the mag-
nitude of the orientation dominance elds so that only locations with a strong magnitude
(and hence possibly vasculature) will contribute to the orientation histograms. Lastly, to
achieve rotation invariance, the orientation histograms are also shifted so that the largest
bin corresponds to 90 to the horizontal. This allows us to process all histograms together,
irrespective of the angle the polyp had relative to the capturing device. The normalised
pooled histograms of orientations for the adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps for the
Exera set are shown in Figure 5.12a and 5.12b respectively. As illustrated in Figure 5.12c,
the dierence between the two histograms is indicative of the irregularity of the vessel
structure between polyp classes. For completeness, the orientation histograms for the
Lucera dataset are also shown in Figure 5.11. The dierences between polyp classes of
the Lucera set are less evident. This is most likely attributed to the fact that the majority
of Lucera images are of lower resolution when compared to the high denition images of
the Exera dataset. This, combined with the lower dataset size of Lucera gives much lower
area over which orientations are extracted, and hence the pooled orientation histograms
features are less dened.
Following the same concept as with the magnitude histograms, our rst features are based
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around which bins of the histograms maximise the Fisher criterion, Equation (5.2), for
optimum separation of the two classes. For Lucera images, the bins that maximised the
separation between the polyp classes lie in the interval of [125  130] and [130  135].
In the case of Exera images, the bins that maximise J lie in the interval of [75 80] and
[90   95] along the orientation dominance axis. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure
5.12c, the intervals [0  60) and (120  180] are always higher in the case of adenomas
whereas for hyperplastic polyp this is only true for the interval [60   120]. From this
observation, we can also create one more feature, Fdiff , described by Equation (5.7).
Fdiff =
120X
n=60
h(n) 
59X
n=0
h(n) 
180X
n=121
h(n) (5.7)
where h(n) is the bin frequency at bin angle n.
In addition, from the pooled histograms we notice that the distribution of peaks in each
polyp class is dierent. For example, in Figure 5.12, the adenomatous polyps have a more
platykurtic shape, with atter peaks around its central bin, as opposed to the hyperplastic
ones indicating a more regular structure. To examine the distribution of orientation peaks
within each polyp, we rst needed to capture its overall shape. For this, we tted an n-
degree (n  12) polynomial on each histogram and then computed its radius of curvature,
Rc, as shown in Equation (5.8). We then detected the local minima and maxima within
Rc, recording the values and locations at which these occur as features for our classier.
Rc =
(1 + x0 2)3=2x00
 where x0 = dydx; x00 = d2ydx2 (5.8)
As an extra feature, we also tried to capture the information content or the uncertainty
of each orientation histogram. We quantised this by calculating the Shannon entropy,
H(X), of each orientation histogram as per Equation (5.9):
H(X) =  
NbinsX
i=1
p(xi) log2 p(xi) (5.9)
where p(xi) is the probability mass function of bin xi. This translates to the frequency
for that particular histogram bin.
Finally, as in the case of the LDO magnitude histograms, the third and fourth moments -
kurtosis and skewness- are also calculated. Upon testing on several orientation histograms
however, we noticed that kurtosis did not really produce a decent metric of the peakedness
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of the distribution nor the heaviness of its tail. This is most likely because "classical"
kurtosis interpretations only apply to symmetric distributions, ie. those whose skewness
is 0. Balanda and MacGillivray [96] also state that the standard denition of kurtosis, the
fourth central moment, "is a poor measure of the kurtosis, peakedness, or tail weight of
a distribution" and instead suggest to "dene kurtosis vaguely as the location- and scale-
free movement of probability mass from the shoulders of a distribution into its center and
tails". Thus the notion of the fourth central moment in asymmetric distributions should
not be considered a reliable measure of kurtosis.
To overcome this limitation, we devised our own measure of how at or peaked a dis-
tribution is. We achieve this by taking the standard deviation, , of the bin frequencies
of the histogram itself. If the distribution of bins is relatively at around the mean and
with big tails then the  will be relatively low. If, however, the tails of the histogram are
relatively small with a larger mean then the  will be large. In conclusion, we maintain
the fourth central moment, but also include the "" value of the orientation histogram as
an added feature to complete our kurtosis representation for asymmetric distributions.
5.3.3 Colour Feature
As our datasets are also in colour, we explored the possibility of using colour feature to
complement with the vascularity features (that are mainly based on image gradients). It
is acknowledged [26] that under NBI, adenomas tend to appear dark brown in the eld
of view, whereas hyperplastic polyps appear as pale as the surrounding mucosa. Villous
adenomas may be pale, but this feature will be oset by their very prominent vasculature.
As in the work presented by Ignjatovic et al. [95] we quantise this by evaluating the
dierence of the 2D hue/saturation (H/S) histograms of polyp surface and background
mucosa. We focused on the brown-red hues of the H/S spectrum as these appear to be
the most relevant [26]. The near-uniform HSV colour space was chosen as it has been
shown to outperform the non-uniform RGB and perceptually uniform Lab space (under
noisy conditions) in color texture analysis [97]. Further discussion on whether using the
Lab colourspace can be advantageous follows in Section 8.3.2.
Therefore for each image, we computed two 2D H/S histograms, each ranging from [0 
0:25] along the Hue axis and [0   1:0] along the saturation axis. The rst histogram
represents the polyp surface and the second the background mucosa. Colon regions are
extracted from the manual segmentations described in Section 5.1.2. We then proceed
to subtract the background histogram from that of the polyp leaving us with a 2D H/S
dierence histogram for this particular image. The ensemble average histograms for the
adenoma and hyperplastic polyp for Lucera and Exera datasets are shown in Figure 5.13.
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In the case of Lucera images, it is clear from the images that the dierences between
polyp and mucosa occur at dierent location along the H/S spectrum. More specically,
in the region dened by 0.05-0.15 Hue (which are red-brown hues) and 0.4-0.8 Saturation,
adenomatous polyps seem to be more prevalent than the hyperplastic polyps, which show
a dierence in the mucosa at lighter saturations.
Unfortunately, in the case of Exera images there appears to be a smaller dierence between
the two classes. The histograms indicate that the colour change from polyp to mucosa
occurs at approximately the same regions. However, in the case of hyperplastic polyps,
it does reinforce the notion of [26] in the fact that they bear little colour change from
the background mucosa. The dierence in results between the two endoscopic platforms
can be attributed to the dierent image processors and NBI systems in use. Although
theoretically they should both perform the same functions, without having an in depth
knowledge of the exact lters applied and NBI wavelengths in use, we cannot know for
sure what is being done by the image acquisition hardware. Additionally, according to
the manual of the Olympus CV-260 video processor, the operator can apply image color
tone adjustments to the live video feed. Although this was switched o in the case of
Lucera, we are not aware of the exact circumstances under which the Exera images were
taken. This discrepancy of results could be the result of a corrective colour lter being
applied.
To generate a classication feature from the dierence histograms, we decided to take the
average across a selected 2D region that maximises the class separation between polyps.
We could select this region by manually evaluating the results of Figure 5.13 but to achieve
the highest separation, we iteratively scanned through the regions to nd the interval that
maximises the Fisher criterion. The results for the Lucera and Exera dataset are shown
in Figure 5.14. Areas of the 2D H/S histogram that maximise the dierence between the
two polyp classes are shown in bright white and mainly correspond again grey-red-brown
colour regions on the H/S plane. The number of regions that give separation are less
in the case of Exera; this suggests that this feature might not perform as well in Exera
images as it did in the case of Lucera.
This raises the issue of whether the datasets, coming from two dierent endoscopic plat-
forms, should be analysed with identical feature sets or not. In addition to the dierence
in resolution of the pictures, we also have dierences in colour representation and sample
size (55 for Lucera vs 118 for Exera). From the Fisher criterions of colour and angle of
LDO elds, it is evident that a feature that works well for one platform might perform
poorly for the other. Thus, it is best to treat each platform dierently, nding the best
feature subset that will give optimum performance for each one separately. Hopefully, in
the future, by expanding the datasets for each platform, we can test further the ecacy
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(a) Lucera: Adenomas. (b) Lucera: Hyperplastic.
(c) Exera: Adenomas. (d) Exera: Hyperplastic.
Figure 5.13: The dierence between the polyp and background mucose 2D Hue/Saturation
histograms for Lucera and Exera images.
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of the selected feature subsets.
(a) Lucera dataset.
(b) Exera dataset.
Figure 5.14: Fisher criterion of the dierence between the Hue/Saturation histogram
of the polyp surface and background mucosa for the Lucera (a) and Exera (b) dataset.
Bright white areas indicate the bins of the H/S histogram where the sher criterion is
maximised.
5.4 Discussion of Limitations
We designed the features described in Section 5.3 in an attempt to quantify the boldness
and irregularity of vessels, something that visually discriminates polyps based on Kudo's
pit pattern scale [28]. For that we used the wavelet lter bank described by Bharath et
al. al [91], lters very similar in behaviour to 2D Gabor lters. However, we did not
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attempt at extracting features that would otherwise be non-intuitive in the case of polyp
classication.
For example, one approach could have been to generate energy texture features, a method
proposed by Kenneth I. Laws [93], to produce a feature vector for each pixel. This can
then be combined with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in order to reduce their
dimensionality. This will inevitably dilute the intuition behind each feature but will also
yield a more discriminant subset of vectors. In addition to energy texture features, another
approach could have been to use the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) proposed
by David G. Lowe [94]. As opposed to evaluating a feature vector at each pixel, SIFT
uses a keypoint detector to identify interest points and then proceeds to use a histogram-
of-gradients descriptor to produce features invariant to changes in viewpoint, illumination
and scale.
Finally, our colour feature, described in Section 5.3.3, is based on isolating regions in
the 2D H/S histograms of the polyp and background mucosa. Although these deemed
discriminative enough in the case of the Lucera dataset, this did not generalise to the
Exera dataset, the primary reason being the dierent colour processing that takes place
within each endoscopic architecture. Perhaps a way to strengthen this feature would be
to rely on a colour gradient quantifying the dierence in chrominance between adjacent
regions instead of setting absolute thresholds on the H/S range. This would be more
robust assuming that even if the colours might change from endoscope to endoscope, the
dierence in chrominance between the background mucosa and polyp surface would be
maintained.
5.5 Conclusion
Concluding, in this chapter we have presented our methodology for extracting image-
based surface features from high magnication narrowband polyp images. We began
with a brief presentation of our datasets from two ubiquitous endoscopic platforms and a
description of our manual region segmentation protocol. This was followed by an image
pre-processing stage to enhance structure by deinterlacing and removing specularities.
The output was then pipelined into our feature generation stage from which we obtained
a number of discriminant features based the Local Dominant Orientation magnitude, angle
and colour. Both the polyp surface vascularity and the background mucosa were utilised
for feature generation. The features obtained will be fundamental in the classication
that follows in the next chapter.
Chapter 6
Feature Selection and Classication
6.1 Feature Selection
Having collected 19 dierent features, we had to select the feature subset that best charac-
terises the statistical dierences between the two polyp classes for each dataset. Feature
subset selection is preferable over feature transformation as we would like to preserve
the meaning of our features. Projecting them to a low dimensional space would indeed
produce a subset of more inuential feature vectors but at the same time would obscure
the intuition we have about the meaning of each. In our case we have taken the time
to carefully extract a number of features based on the observations and feedback we re-
ceived from endoscopists hence we would like to preserve their meaning as to validate the
assumptions based on which they were extracted. On the other hand, if we were simply
to include all features for classication, even those that are weak and statistically related,
we risk diluting accuracy through a poor ability to generalise. Performing an exhaustive
search of all feature subset permutations across both sets would be too time consuming
and rigid.
A simple method for feature selection are sequential algorithms such as Sequential Forward
Selection (SFS) and Sequential Backward Selection (SBS). Each of these search strategies
measures the "goodness" of the candidate subset by evaluating an objective function.
In our case we could have used the optimising criterion of Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA), described in Section 6.2.1, as it provides a measure of the between-class to within-
class scatter. The better separated and more compact the two classes are, the higher the
optimisation criterion. With SFS, we start from an empty set and sequentially add the
feature that results in the highest objective function, when combined with any already
selected features. SBS works backwards by starting with a full set and eliminating each
feature that results in a decrease of the objective function. Both algorithms better at
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selecting features with complementary information than any naive methods however they
have a number of limitations. The main disadvantage is that they are both susceptible to
being trapped in local maxima of the objective function as they are unable to re-evaluate
the importance of any features that have either been included (in the case of SFS) or
excluded (in the case of SBS).
As an alternative, we used the minimum-Redundancy-Maximum-Relevance (mRMR) se-
lection strategy as outlined by Peng et al. [98]. This feature selection method can use
either mutual information, correlation, or distance/similarity scores to select features. It
essentially aims to penalise a feature's relevancy by its redundancy in the presence of
other, previously selected features. Thus features are chosen to be mutually far away
from each other while still having "high" correlation to the classication variable. The
mRMR algorithm was run across both datasets and the features were ranked in order of
relevance. Then, starting with the most relevant feature, we iteratively tested its classi-
cation accuracy, built an ROC curve and then proceeded to add the next feature to the
group and repeat the process. The reason for doing this is to know the optimum number
of features to achieve maximum classication accuracy. In addition, we will be able to
see how much information overlap there is between features and which ones are the most
independent, thus including them will have provide greater discriminatory power.
We evaluate our results based on not only the overall classication accuracy but also on the
Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). The AUC has a number of desirable properties when
compared to overall accuracy: For example it has been found to have increased sensitivity
in Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) results and be independent of the decision threshold,
and invariant to prior class probabilities [99]. As we do not yet know the operational
point of our classier (more sensitivity or more specicity ?), the AUC is a good "single
number" evaluation of our feature subset. For classication, we used a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classier with a coarse grid search for optimum parameters. The SVM
classier is discussed in detail in Section 6.2.2. It should be noted that this work took
part later in the study, after the dierent classiers were evaluated, but is included here
for continuity reasons.
The results of this operation are shown in Figure 6.1. The horizontal axis in each plot is
the number of features in the subset being tested, with the blue bar indicating the AUC
and the pink line the classication accuracy for that set. The red star indicates the bin
with the highest AUC value. As the AUC correlates with classication accuracy, this
bin also has the highest classication accuracy. As illustrated in Figure 6.1a, 14 features
are required for optimum classication in the case of Lucera which give an accuracy of
90.91% and an AUC of 0.9570. If we had just relied on just classication accuracy as
a performance metric, we would have stopped at only 8 features, which have the same
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90.91% accuracy but only an 0.9330 AUC indicating lower classier performance than 14
features.
For the Exera dataset, it is uprising to see that a single feature, the metric based on the
magnitude of the LDO elds described by Equation (5.5) of Section 5.3.1, performs on
its own with 81.36% accuracy. Subsequently, added features increment performance until
it reaches a peak 90.68% classication accuracy and 0.9560 AUC with only 5 features.
The Exera results are very close to the Lucera performance, which is very encouraging.
One thing to note is that in both cases, adding more features does not always increase
performance as features that are possibly statistically related, or under-performing, dilute
classication accuracy. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 list all 19 features designed in Section 5.3 and
highlight them order of most relevant the ones used for each dataset.
Features common to both datasets include (ranked in the order of most relevant): 1) the
bins that maximise the sher criterion in the mean histogram of the orientation magnitude
of the polyp surface, 2) the K-S statistic generated from the cumulative histogram of
orientation magnitude comparing the dierence between polyp and background mucosa
and 3) the bins that maximise the Fisher criterion in the ensemble histogram of the angle
of the LDO eld. The colour feature, despite performing very well for Lucera data, failed
to achieve a good separation for the Exera dataset
From Figures 6.1a and 6.1b it is also evident that there is great overlap in our feature
space. In the case of Lucera, three features, namely the Cumulative Magnitude Sum
of the LDO Magnitude, the value of the rst local maximum in the histogram of our
LDO Angle and the kurtosis of our LDO Magnitude are enough to boost classication
accuracy to upwards of 80%. In the case of Exera, the Cumulative Magnitude Sum of the
LDO Magnitude encompasses the majority of our feature space as it can provide upwards
of 85% classication accuracy on its own with other features only slightly adding new
information.
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(a) Lucera dataset. Best performance at 14 features, 90.91% Accu-
racy and 0.9570 AUC.
(b) Exera dataset. Best performance at 5 features, 90.68% Accuracy
and 0.9560 AUC.
Figure 6.1: mRMR Feature selection curves for Lucera and Exera dataset. The horizontal
axis indicates the number of features used as the feature group is incrementally expanded
and retested. Blue bars and pink line indicate the area under ROC curve and classication
accuracy respectively. The red star at each plot indicates the feature set providing the
highest AUC and classication accuracy for that dataset.
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Rank
Feature
number
Feature
Description
Feature
Group
1 18 Cumulative Magnitude Sum LDO Magnitude
2 9 Value of rst maximum in Rc LDO Angle
3 3 Kurtosis of Histogram LDO Magnitude
4 5 Mean of 2D H/S region Colour
5 10 Dierence between two local maxima in Rc LDO Angle
6 2 Histogram Bin LDO Magnitude
7 7 Value of highest peak in Rc LDO Angle
8 12 Histogram Bin LDO Angle
9 19 Skewness of Histogram LDO Magnitude
10 1 Histogram Bin LDO Magnitude
11 11 Histogram Bin LDO Angle
12 14 Skewness of Histogram LDO Angle
13 8 Position of rst maximum in Rc LDO Angle
14 13 Dierence of two histogram bins LDO Angle
15 15 Kurtosis of histogram LDO Angle
16 4 K-S Statistic LDO Magnitude
17 16 Angle Entropy LDO Angle
18 17 Fdiff , see Section 5.3.2 LDO Angle
19 6 No. of Maxima in Rc LDO Angle
Table 6.1: Ranked features for Lucera Dataset. Shaded rows (1-13) indicate features that
have been selected for classication.
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Rank
Feature
number
Feature
Description
Feature
Group
1 18 Cumulative Magnitude Sum LDO Magnitude
2 9 Value of rst maximum in Rc LDO Angle
3 17 Fdiff , see Section 5.3.2 LDO Angle
4 4 K-S Statistic LDO Magnitude
5 3 Kurtosis of Histogram LDO Magnitude
6 1 Histogram Bin LDO Magnitude
7 15 Kurtosis of histogram LDO Angle
8 8 Position of rst maximum in Rc LDO Angle
9 11 Histogram Bin LDO Angle
10 2 Histogram Bin LDO Magnitude
11 13 Dierence of two histogram bins LDO Angle
12 12 Histogram Bin LDO Angle
13 16 Angle Entropy LDO Angle
14 19 Skewness of Histogram LDO Magnitude
15 5 Mean of 2D H/S region Colour
16 10 Dierence between two local maxima in Rc LDO Angle
17 6 No. of Maxima in Rc LDO Angle
18 7 Value of highest peak in Rc LDO Angle
19 14 Skewness of Histogram LDO Angle
Table 6.2: Ranked features for Exera Dataset. Shaded rows (1-5) indicate features that
have been selected for classication.
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6.2 Classiers
Having distilled our feature set to only the top performing ones, we proceeded with the
classication. There are several algorithms our there that can deduce class aliation
on the basis of feature vector position in an n-dimensional space, where n is the num-
ber of features. Examples are parametric models such as the decision-region boundary
given by a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
or non-parametric algorithms such as k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) and Articial Neural
Networks (ANNs).
SVMs are able to form decision boundaries that are able to separate complex distributions,
more exibly than linear classiers, and have already been implemented in numerous
recent studies in polyp classication such as by Tischendorf et al. [71] and Gross et
al. [78] hence they appear to have a good generalisation capability. k-NN on the other
hand does not require any previous training beforehand but has the main disadvantage
of being quite slow and memory consuming as each polyp to be classied needs to be
compared against all other polyps in the dataset before a decision is made. Thus it is
not appropriate for an in vivo polyp classication system. Feedforward Neural Networks
such as the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) have also been shown to approximate complex
decision boundaries and generalise well provided enough nodes are used and the system
has been trained with an adequate number of test data. It has been successfully used
in colorectal lesion detection by Maroulis et al. [60]. Training however the system with
backpropagation can be quite slow and only generalises well with massive amount of
training data. In our case however, the polyp images at our disposal are quite limited.
Faced with this wide range of classiers we focused on using two, a stepwise Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and a Support Vector Machine (SVM), chosen mainly for
their simplicity and speed. The utilization of more complex classiers has the potential
of better results, but would also increase the number of parameters associated with the
evaluation of our proposed feature sets.
6.2.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis
Our rst classier is based on a generative model derived using Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA). LDA is a simple model utilising a minimum set of parameters and has
been widely employed in medical decision support tasks [100] [101] [64]. In our case, we use
the class independent transformation to maximise the ratio of overall variance to within
class variance. This approach uses only one optimizing criterion to transform the data
sets and hence all data points irrespective of their class identity are transformed using
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one transform. This maximises generalization when classifying the test data. However, if
better discrimination between classes was desired, a class-dependent transformation could
be applied which uses two optimizing criteria (one for each class) for transforming the
data sets independently.
For the class independent transform, the optimizing criterion is computed as in Equation
(6.1):
criterion = (Sw)
 1  Sb (6.1)
where Sw is the within-class scatter and Sb is the between class scatter.
Sw = p1  cov1 + p2  cov2 (6.2)
where p1 and p2 are the a priori probabilities of each class, in this case taken to be the ratio
of each type of polyp with respect to the overall dataset and cov1, cov2 is the covariance
matrix computed from each class as per Equation (6.3):
covj = (xj   xj) (xj   xj)| (6.3)
where j is the class, x is the feature vector for the jth class and xj is the mean of this
feature vector.
Sb =
NclassesX
j=1
(xj   all) (xj   all)| (6.4)
where all is the mean feature vector across both N classes.
Now, by denition, an eigenvector of a transformation represents a 1-D invariant subspace
of the vector space in which the transformation has been applied. Therefore, to obtain
a set of linearly independent and non-redundant features, we gather all the eigenvectors
corresponding to the positive eigenvalues of the criterion described in Equation (6.1). In
our case we only have two classes, hence we require only one of these eigenvectors and we
take the one with the maximum associated eigenvalue. We call this Btransform and use it
to transform our data sets into the LDA space.
xjTransformed = Btransform  xj (6.5)
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Once we have calculated the transformations for both class datatesets we then compute
the Euclidean distance of our test data from each class using Equation (6.6):
g(xi;j) = B
|
transform  xi   xTransformed + c j = 1; 2; : : : ; Nclasses (6.6)
where xi is our test data feature vector, Btransform is our transformation matrix and
xjTransformed is the mean feature vector of the j
th transformed class. g(xi;j) is the Eu-
clidean distance of the test feature vector, xi to class j. For N classes we get N euclidean
distances. The test vector is classied as beloning to the class with the smallest euclidean
distance. Should both classes be equidistant from the test vector, i.e. g(xi;1) = g(xi;2)
then the class is randomly assigned. c is a scalar, a weight applied to shift distances closer
to either one class or the other and is mainly used to tune the separating margin for ROC
curve creation.
Data normalisation
To avoid attributes in larger numerical range dominating the smaller ones, the data has to
be scaled before training our classier. For this, we tried two normalisation methods. The
rst was to simply scale each feature in the range of [0; 1]. The second was to standardise
(scale around zero mean and 1 standard deviation) and also normalise each feature vector
by their L2-Norm to make them of length 1. We tested both methods and found both to
perform equally well for our datasets. Therefore, we went for the simpler calculation and
each feature component was linearly scaled to the interval [0; 1]. Normalisation however
does not deal with outliers. It is still possible for our test data to contain an outlier which
will greatly skew the values hence it is important to apply the same scaling parameters
used for training to the test dataset.
Cross validation
Our datasets, especially the Lucera platform one, are quite small and hence prone to
overtting. This happens when features, tailored only for this self-contained set, perform
optimally during classication but fail to achieve the same performance on new, unseen
samples. For this reason we turned to N-fold cross validation.
N-fold cross validation consists of dividing all the available samples in N dierent subsets.
Classication is then carried out using the (N-1) samples for training and the remaining
one for testing. The process is then repeated N times as to cover the complete pool of
subsets and classication accuracy is then measured based on the mean performance of
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all subsets. In our study we set the number of folds to equal the number of samples in
our dataset also known as a leave-one-out cross validation. Therefore N=55 in the case
of Lucera and N=118 for Exera. Although computationally expensive, its estimate of
prediction error for a classier is nearly unbiased[102] and will allow us to generalise our
performance results as to reect practical performance as much as possible. It must be
noted, however that the variance between classiers assessed with cross validation can be
quite high [103]. Thus a better estimate for performance might not be indicative of the
better of the two classiers. A possible solution to this could be to use the .632+ Bootstrap
method [103] to construct condence intervals around cross-validation estimates.
Results: Lucera dataset
For the Lucera dataset, the features selected from Section 6.1 are sorted into three cate-
gories:
 Features based on the magnitude of the LDO eld (5 features)
 Features based on angle of the LDO eld (7 features)
 Features derived from colour (1 feature)
These are shown grouped in separate coloured rows in Table 6.3. The performance of
each feature for classication was rst assessed separately before combining them in their
respective group and nally all together. Figure 6.2 shows the area under curve (AUC)
metric when each feature was individually used for classication whereas Figure 6.3 il-
lustrates the ROC curves obtained when each group was tested. The red ROC curve
demonstrates the performance when all 13 features (all 3 groups) of Table 6.3 are used in
the LDA classication.
From Figure 6.2 we can see that the three individually best performing features are Colour,
the Cumulative Magnitude Sum encompassing the dierence between the polyp and the
background and nally a bin in the magnitude histograms that maximises J , the Fisher
criterion with AUCs of 0.8096, 0.7879 and 0.7183. Feature 8 has a very low AUC value as
it did not classify nearly any test data as hyperplastic polyps and hence had a specicity
of near zero. As evident from the ROC in Figure 6.3, the group of magnitude features
and colour perform similarly with accuracies of 78.18% and 83.64% respectively whereas
features based on angle are a bit less performing with an accuracy 72.73%. This can be
attributed to the low resolution of Lucera images as it is adequate for intensity information
but not enough to capture the ner structural details. At this point we must remind that
in contrast with other successful studies that capture polyps at x100 magnication[71], our
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Rank
(mRMR)
Feature
number
Feature
Description
Feature
Group
1 18 Cumulative Magnitude Sum LDO Magnitude
3 3 Kurtosis of Histogram LDO Magnitude
6 2 Histogram Bin LDO Magnitude
9 19 Skewness of Histogram LDO Magnitude
10 1 Histogram Bin LDO Magnitude
2 9 Value of rst maximum in Rc LDO Angle
5 10 Dierence between two local maxima in Rc LDO Angle
7 7 Value of highest peak in Rc LDO Angle
8 12 Histogram Bin LDO Angle
11 11 Histogram Bin LDO Angle
12 14 Skewness of Histogram LDO Angle
13 8 Position of rst maximum in Rc LDO Angle
4 5 Mean of 2D H/S region Colour
Table 6.3: Grouped classication features for Lucera Dataset. Grey rows belong to fea-
tures derived from LDO magnitude, blue rows belong to features from LDO angle and
green rows to features extracted from colour.
Figure 6.2: AUC metric for separate features using LDA classication. This illustrates
the performance of each Lucera feature separately. The features shown in Table 6.3.
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images are captured at variable magnication in order to emulate true clinical practise as
much as possible. This is counterbalanced algorithmically by our scale selection method
during our feature generation (see Section 5.3.1). Nevertheless, none of the feature groups
are signicantly dierent in performance. By combining all 13 features together we were
able to achieve a classication accuracy of 90.91% with 92.11% sensitivity and 88.24%
specicity. This accuracy outperforms a number of recent studies [71][68][72] although
our dataset size is too small to make any denite conclusions. It would be interesting to
compare the per feature performance, particularly of colour, with other studies[78] that
utilised it. Of the ones that were this specic Hafner et al. [68] achieved an 85.6% accuracy
with a feature based on RGB histograms, although this was on chromoendoscopy images
where a staining dye is applied to emphasise colour. Nevertheless, even in our case were
no dye is involved, a similar accuracy was achieved.
It is also encouraging to note that the sensitivity of the classier is quite high, at 92.11%,
which implies that it will have a very low miss rate for adenomatous polyps. A lower
specicity indicates that there is a higher chance for a hyperplastic polyp to be mis-
classied but this poses less risk to the patient than mis-classifying adenomas as only
adenomatous polyps have high malignancy potential.
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Figure 6.3: ROC curve for grouped Lucera features shown in Table 6.3 using an LDA
classier. The red line represents the ROC curve when all groups have been combined
together.
Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
AUC
Features based
on Magnitude
of LDO eld
81.58% 70.59% 78.18%
31/38 12/17 43/55 0.8622
(65.67% - 92.26%) (44.04% - 89.69%) (64.99% - 88.19%)
Features based
on Angle
of LDO eld
89.47% 35.29% 72.73%
34/38 6/17 40/55 0.6749
(75.20% - 97.06%) (14.21% - 61.67%) (59.04% - 83.86%)
Features based
on Colour
97.37% 52.94% 83.64%
37/38 9/17 46/55 0.8096
(86.19% - 99.93%) (27.81% - 77.02%) (71.20% - 92.23%)
All Features
92.11% 88.24% 90.91%
35/38 15/17 50/55 0.9180
(78.62% - 98.34%) (63.56% - 98.54%) (80.05% - 96.98%)
Table 6.4: Classication results for the Lucera dataset with an LDA classier.
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Rank
(mRMR)
Feature
number
Feature
Description
Feature
Group
1 18 Cumulative Magnitude Sum LDO Magnitude
4 4 K-S Statistic LDO Magnitude
5 3 Kurtosis of Histogram LDO Magnitude
2 9 Value of rst maximum in Rc LDO Angle
3 17 Fdiff , see Section 5.3.2 LDO Angle
Table 6.5: Grouped classication features for Exera Dataset. Grey rows belong to features
derived from LDO magnitude and blue rows belong to features from LDO angle.
Results: Exera dataset
For the Exera dataset, the features selected from Section 6.1 are sorted into just two
categories:
 Features based on the magnitude of the LDO eld (3 features)
 Features based on angle of the LDO eld (2 features)
These are shown grouped in separate coloured rows in Table 6.5. As opposed to the
Lucera features, colour is not included as it was not ranked high enough by mRMR.
As with the Lucera dataset, the performance of each feature for classication was rst
assessed separately before trying them in groups and nally all together. Figure 6.4 shows
the AUC metric when each feature was individually used for classication whereas Figure
6.4 illustrates the ROC curves obtained when each group was tested. The colour feature is
also included (in green) for comparing its performance relative to the Lucera dataset. The
red ROC curve demonstrates the performance when all 5 features of Table 6.5 are used
in the LDA classication. Colour was not included as a feature in the nal classication.
From Figure 6.4 we can see that, as in the case of Lucera (Figure 6.2), feature 18
(AUC=0.7843) which is based on the dierence in cumulative magnitude between polyp
surface and background outperforms other features with the exception of colour. This
is encouraging as it appears to be a highly discriminant feature. The majority of stud-
ies focus primarily on extracting features from only the polyp surface [73],[72],[69],[87].
The only study that we could nd that takes the relationship between polyp surface and
background mucosa into account is [95] who also use a K-S statistic (equivalent to our
feature 4) but their feature generation is sligthly dierent. In our case, by comparing
feature 4, the K-S statistic (AUC=0.5579) and feature 18, the Cumulative Magnitude
Sum (AUC=0.7843) we can see that feature 18 outperforms the K-S statistic based fea-
ture. Finally, as mentioned during our feature generation in Section 5.3.3, there was no
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Figure 6.4: AUC metric for seperate features using LDA classication. This illustrates
the performance of each Exera feature seperately. The features shown in Table 6.5.
signicant colour dierence between polyps in the Exera set for reasons also outlined in
the same section. So poor performance of the colour feature was to be expected. It is
however included in the ROC curves in Figure 6.5 where its can clearly be seen that it is
not discriminative (AUC=0.3637) when compared to the rest.
Furthermore, by comparing the AUCs we can see that in the case of Exera, where images
have higher resolution than Lucera, features based on the angle of LDO elds performed
relatively closer to the features from LDO magnitude than in the Lucera case. The
dierence in AUCs (Magnitude - Angle features ) in the Lucera case is 0:8622  0:6749 =
0:1873 whereas in the Exera case the dierence in AUCs is 0:8049   0:7099 = 0:095.
As far as overall performance is concerned however, results with the LDA classier were
disappointing with classication only achieving an accuracy of 79.66% with a relatively
low sensitivity of 76.27%. On visual inspection, Exera images were more challenging than
Lucera as the NBI vascularity contrast was less. Hence the feature values between our
two classes will be more closely bound and perhaps not optimally separable in a linear
fashion. It is evident from the results that the linear LDA classier could not nd a good
performing separating margin between the two classes. Thus in an attempt to achieve
better performance we decided to use a classier that would give a non-linear separation.
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Figure 6.5: ROC curve for grouped Exera features shown in Table 6.5 using an LDA
classier. The red line represents the ROC curve when all groups have been combined
together. The colour feature (in green) is not used for the overall classication but included
here for performance comparison with the Lucera dataset.
Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
AUC
Features based
on Magnitude
of LDO eld
76.27% 89.83% 83.05%
45/59 53/59 98/118 0.8049
(63.41% - 86.38%) (79.17% - 96.18%) (75.04% - 89.33%)
Features based
on Angle
of LDO eld
77.97% 71.19% 74.58%
46/59 42/59 88/118 0.7099
(65.27% - 87.71%) (57.92% - 82.24%) (65.74% - 82.14%)
Features based
on Colour
(not included)
40.68% 84.75% 62.71%
24/59 50/59 74/118 0.3637
(28.07% - 54.25%) (73.01% - 92.78%) (53.33% - 71.44%)
All Features
76.27% 83.05% 79.66%
45/59 49/59 94/118 0.8518
(63.41% - 86.38%) (71.03% - 91.56%) (71.27% - 86.51%)
Table 6.6: Classication results for the Exera dataset with an LDA classier.
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6.2.2 Support Vector Machine
In an attempt to extend classication accuracy, we also tried a non-linear classier by
applying the kernel trick as described by Boser et al. [104] on a Support Vector Machine
(SVM). SVMs are a series of machine learning algorithms that have become increasingly
popular in recent years for data mining tasks. They exhibit a good generalisation to new
data and can convey a condence measure of classication by providing a probability
ration for each class. In addition, only a few parameters need to be tuned for the classifer
to achieve optimal performance.
Our SVM uses a non-linear Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel as this was found to
perform best with minimal complexity when compared to other kernels by Hsu et al.[105].
For example, a properly tuned RBF kernel can match the performance of a linear or even
a polynomial one with less complexity. However if the number of features greatly exceeds
the test data then a linear kernel is best.
The RBF kernel has two parameters, cost (C) and gamma (), that are unknown for each
problem and need to be found via a parameter search to ensure the highest prediction
accuracy. It is important for this parameters to be tuned correctly as to ensure margin
maximisation and avoid overtting, although this is less of a problem in low dimensional
feature vectors (or is it ? [106]). A coarse grid search was rst performed on dierent values
ranging from 2 9 up to 29 for both C and . Once a coarse range of good performance
is identied, we perform a ner grid search within that parameter range to establish the
C and  giving the best classication accuracy. Lastly, due the small amount of data
available, especially for the Lucera platform, n-fold cross validation was used to access
how the classier performance will generalise in an independent data set. The parameters
associated with the best result in each case were chosen to train the SVM classier.
The results of SVM classication for each group of features (magnitude of LDO eld
based, angle of LDO eld based and colour) for both the Lucera and Exera dataset
shown in Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 respectively. The corresponding Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves are shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.7. As in the case of the
LDA classier, the colour feature in the Exera dataset is included for completeness and
to contrast its performance with the Lucera dataset but was not included in the overall
classication for the Exera dataset.
In the case of Lucera data, the per group and overall classication accuracies were nearly
identical to the LDA classier (overall accuracy at 90.91%). The only dierence is that
in this case the classier was tuned (by selecting appropriate (C) and () values) to
be more sensitive in favor of reduced specicity. Hence the miss rate of adenomas has
been limited (97.37% accuracy at detecting adenomas) at the expense of misclassifying
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more hyperplastic polyps. At the same time, classication accuracy was maintained.
This classier conguration is more favourable than the LDA case. In clinical practise,
increased sensitivity is preferred as it would mean that there is little chance for a malignant
polyp to be misclassied as benign hence minimizing the risk towards the patient. In terms
of the ROC curve, Figure 6.7, the relative performance of the feature groups remains
approximately the same with LDA with the exception of angle features which perform a
bit less. The AUC of angle features in LDA was 0.7099 whereas with the SVM classier
it was only 0.4640.
It was encouraging to note that in the case of Exera and despite using the same 5 features,
the SVM classier performed much better than LDA. The features based on LDO mag-
nitude based had an increase in accuracy from 83.05% to 86.44% and features based on
angle increased from 74.58% to 78.81%. The AUC metric for both features also increased.
Colour showed a minor increase in performance although it was not included in the classi-
cation. Overall, a classication accuracy of 90.68% was achieved, with 88.14% sensitivity
and 93.22% specicity which is comparable to the Lucera results although it is of reduced
sensitivity. The sensitivity is lower than the results with Lucera but this was the best
tuning of classier parameters that could have been achieved without compromising on
classication accuracy.
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Figure 6.6: ROC curve for grouped Lucera features shown in Table 6.3 using an SVM
classier. The red line represents the ROC curve when all groups have been combined
together.
Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
AUC
Features based
on Magnitude
of LDO eld
94.74% 35.29% 76.36%
36/38 6/17 42/55 0.7370
(82.25% - 99.36%) (14.21% - 61.67%) (62.98% - 86.77%)
Features based
on Angle
of LDO eld
97.37% 23.53% 74.55%
37/38 4/17 41/55 0.4640
(86.19% - 99.93%) (6.81% - 49.90%) (61.00% - 85.33%)
Features based
on Colour
97.37% 52.94% 83.64%
37/38 9/17 46/55 0.7410
(86.19% - 99.93%) (27.81% - 77.02%) (71.20% - 92.23%)
All Features
97.37% 76.47% 90.91%
37/38 13/17 50/55 0.9570
(86.19% - 99.93%) (80.10% - 93.19%) (80.05% - 96.98%)
Table 6.7: Classication results for the Lucera dataset with an SVM classier.
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Figure 6.7: ROC curve for grouped Exera features shown in Table 6.5 using an SVM
classier. The red line represents the ROC curve when all groups have been combined
together. The colour feature (in green) is not used for the overall classication but included
here for performance comparison with the Lucera dataset.
Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
AUC
Features based
on Magnitude
of LDO eld
86.44% 86.44% 86.44%
51/59 51/59 102/118 0.8520
(75.02% - 93.96%) (75.02% - 93.96%) (78.92% - 92.05%)
Features based
on Angle
of LDO eld
71.19% 86.44% 78.81%
42/59 51/59 93/118 0.7870
(57.92% - 82.24%) (75.02% - 93.96%) (70.33% - 85.80%)
Features based
on Colour
(not included)
66.10% 64.41% 63.56%
39/59 38/59 77/118 0.6460
(52.61% - 77.92%) (50.87% - 76.45%) (55.94% - 73.78%)
All Features
88.14% 93.22% 90.68%
52/59 55/59 107/118 0.9560
(77.07% - 95.09%) (83.54% - 98.12%) (83.93% - 95.25%)
Table 6.8: Classication results for the Exera dataset with an SVM classier.
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6.3 Conclusion
From the results of feature selection, Section 6.1, combined with the SVM classication
results in Section 6.2.2 we can conclude that the most dominant set of features that
enable accurate dierentiation between adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps are based
on the LDO magnitude. These include features common to both polyp datasets such
as the ones extracted from the cumulative histogram of pooled orientation magnitudes
for the polyp and background mucosa, examples of which are shown in Figures 5.9 and
5.10 for the Lucera and Exera dataset respectively. The Cumulative Magnitude Sum
feature, that quanties the dierence in LDO magnitude distribution between the polyp
surface and background has been ranked most dominant and most relevant by the mRMR
algorithm relative to features of the polyp surface alone, such as the skewness or kurtosis
of the histogram of the polyp surface. This emphasises and proves the importance of
incorporating information from the vascularity of background mucosa in our feature space,
something other studies in polyp classication did not take into consideration [71][72] but
instead chose to focus only on the polyp surface.
Features extracted from the angle of orientation dominance, that encapsulate the tortu-
osity of the vasculature, proved to be poorer discriminants between the two polyp classes
relative to features capturing the vessel boldness (LDO magnitude features). However
their importance and information content must not be underestimated. As seen in the
ROC curves of Figures 6.6 and 6.7, the LDO angle group performed worst than the LDO
magnitude group when considered individually. However when information these two
feature groups is complemented then we are able to achieve a higher accuracy than any
individual group.
The colour feature proved a less reliable indicator of polyp class. Although it does seem to
provide new, non-redundant information and improve classication accuracy in the case
of the Lucera dataset, this was not the case of Exera. The potential is there but without
standardisation of the colour processing taking place across the numerous endoscopic
platforms there is no guarantee that it's results will generalise.
Concluding for this chapter, we have presented a polyp classication system that can
dierentiate NBI images of adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps. Following the data
preprocessing and feature extraction stage described in Chapter 5, the parameters associ-
ated with each feature were investigated for two common endoscopic platforms and each
set was tested separately with a linear and non-linear classier. Our classication results
for the Lucera dataset with an SVM classier are at 90.91% accuracy with 97.37% sen-
sitivity and 76.47% specicity. For the Exera dataset we obtained 90.68% accuracy with
88.14% sensitivity and 93.22% specicity. The performance of our features is comparable
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to other studies in polyp classication from NBI images such as [71] with 86.6% accuracy
and [78] with 93.1% accuracy although in both cases, our sample sizes are smaller. The
performance of our system is also comparable to the one of expert endoscopists which is
between 90.9 - 93% [4] [71] [78].
Chapter 7
Subregion Feature Extraction and
Stability Analysis
7.1 Subregion based Classication
In looking at the role of scale, we have found that certain wavelet-like features seem to be
both parsimonious and robust (see classication performance in Exera dataset, Section
6.2.2). However, we should couple this with the caveat that if a region of image that
we are analysing does not look like the typical polyp region, we should be careful. One
possibility would be to test that certain regions of the polyp obey the behaviour we nd in
our training set, for example. If it does, we would make use of that region in classication;
if not, we could decide not to use that region on the grounds that we are not familiar with
its behaviour. Regions we are unfamiliar with might be irregularities not related to polyp
vascularity such as blood clots or stool. In addition, as a polyp occupies an approximately
spherical 3-D shape, only regions near the lens focal plane will be sharp. This pragmatic
approach would seem to be somewhat like the way humans make decisions about objects
or regions.
Therefore we split the polyp surface into a number of subregions and take advantage of
our scale selection technique described in Feature Generation (Section 5.3.1) to lter out
regions who do not "obey" or correlate with the overall polyp behaviour. To take full
advantage of the elliptical shape presented by a typical polyp, we used a hexagonal grid
similar to a honeycomb to split the polyp surface into subregions (see Figure 7.1b for an
example). This provides a good area to perimeter ratio while covering the whole surface
without gaps in between regions. Additionally, a hexagonal mask approximates better a
circular window, when compared to a rectangular mask, thus matching more closely to
the Gaussian weighting we apply within the regions. Lastly, it must be noted that we
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ignore any hexagons that only partially overlap with the polyp surface mask.
We then run our scale selection analysis on each region separately, extracting a mean
magnitude of LDO for each scale. Therefore for each region, we extract a curve of LDO
magnitude versus Scale as in the case of the whole polyp surface (Section 5.3.1). The
curves for each region are then correlated to the whole polyp by calculating a Pearson's
Correlation coecient between each region curve and the polyp curve. Converting the
correlation coecient to a t-statistic with n-2 degrees of freedom where n is the number
of scales in our scale search space and assuming a p value < 0:05 to be signicant then we
can deduce which subregions are signicantly correlated to the polyp surface as a whole.
Only the regions that pass the correlation test are used for feature generation. Figure 7.1
shows an example of this subregion scale ltering on a polyp. The red curve in Figure 7.1c
is the scale selection curve for the whole polyp. The blue curves are the subregions curve
that are correlated to it and their corresponding subregions are marked with a green mask
on the polyp image. Subregion curves that did not pass the correlation test are shown in
magenta and their associated subregions are masked in red.
As seen from 7.1c, regions that do not exhibit the behaviour of the whole polyp tend
to either be on the border or in defocused image areas. This suggests that by removing
these regions from feature generation and hence classication we can obtain a better
performance. Therefore we re-ran our feature generation and SVM classication for the
same set of features as identied in Section 6.1 for the whole polyp surface. The parameters
of the features were also unchanged.
We only performed subregion classication on the Exera images as they are of higher
resolution so we could have more hexagons with adequate area. (Although how much
area is enough for feature stability is discussed further in Section 7.2). As an initial
test, we adjusted the radius of our hexagonal grid to be 16 pixels. The results for SVM
classication are shown in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2.
Comparing these results to the ones in Chapter 6 we can see that although the LDO
magnitude features performed similarly as the case of the whole polyp at 86.44% accuracy,
the LDO angle feature group performance was subpar at 62.71%. Overall classication
accuracy was at 82.20%, far from the 90.68% of whole polyp classication. It is possible
that the LDO angle features are too sensitive to the grid size and hence do not generate
as representative values as the whole surface. In addition we have not established how
exactly our subregions are distributed across the surface or how many regions remain
at every polyp. The inuence of these factors on feature stability need to be further
investigated.
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(a) Original polyp image. (b) Overlayed honeycomb grid.
(c) Polyp image with overlayed hexagonal grid.
Figure 7.1: Example of subregion selection based on how close they obey the scale selection
curve of the whole polyp. The red curve in Figure 7.1c is the scale selection curve for
the whole polyp. The blue curves are the subregions curve correlated to it and their
corresponding subregions masks are marked with a green on the polyp image. Subregion
curves that did not pass the correlation test are shown in magenta and their associated
subregions are masked in red.
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Figure 7.2: SVM ROC curve for grouped Exera features extracted from subregions. The
red line represents the ROC curve when all groups have been combined together. The
colour feature (in green) is not used for the overall classication.
Sensitivity
TPR
(95% CI)
Specicity
TNR
(95% CI)
Accuracy
ACC
(95% CI)
AUC
Features based
on Magnitude
of LDO eld
84.75% 88.14% 86.44%
50/59 52/59 102/118 0.8850
(73.01% - 92.78%) (77.07% - 95.09%) (78.92% - 92.05%)
Features based
on Angle
of LDO eld
76.27% 49.15% 62.71%
45/59 29/59 74/118 0.6410
(63.41% - 86.38%) (35.89% - 62.50%) (53.33% - 71.44%)
Features based
on Colour
(not included)
66.10% 64.41% 63.56%
39/59 38/59 77/118 0.6460
(52.61% - 77.92%) (50.87% - 76.45%) (55.94% - 73.78%)
All Features
79.66% 84.75% 82.20%
47/59 50/59 97/118 0.8390
(67.17% - 89.02%) (73.01% - 92.78%) (74.09% - 88.63%)
Table 7.1: Subregion Classication results for the Exera dataset with an SVM classier.
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7.2 Feature Stability
As the circumstances under which image capturing takes place depends on, amongst other
factors, how cooperative a patient is, the endoscopist cannot guarantee that an image will
encapsulate the whole polyp surface or just part of it. Sometimes the polyp might be
captured at too low a magnication or the polyp surface itself might be too small. In
such cases there needs to be a decision on whether the polyp image captured will generate
enough features for proper classication.
To test how stable and robust to polyp area our features are, we can use the hexagonal
grid to select local, sub-regions of the polyp for feature generation as opposed to the
global, whole polyp surface. As shown in Figure 7.3, to achieve this we utilise a cluster
of 7 hexagons, centered at the middle as indicated by the black cross. For each hexagon
in the blue cluster, we execute our feature extraction and generate an associated feature
vector. The cluster is then shifted slightly by moving the central hexagon to another
location and the process is repeated. In essence, we are trying to obtain a number of
samples over the polyp surface area/feature space allowed by our cluster, albeit each time
our area is slightly dierent. Once we have iterated over a sucient number of regions, we
can then compute the mean value of our feature vector as well as the variability or error
in our measurements for that particular cluster size. A number of 30 or more hexagons
is usually suitable for drawing conclusions about a set of observations. The size of the
hexagonal cluster is then increased to encompass more area and the process is repeated.
Equation 7.1 demonstrates the relationship between the hexagonal area, A, in pixels, as
function of the radius, R, also in pixels. The values chosen for the radii are multiples of 8.
As the average size of a large polyp in the Exera dataset is around 50,000 pixels a range
of about 2% - 8% of the polyp area per hexagon is chosen for R = f16; 24; 32g. Lastly
it must be noted that if any hexagons only partially overlap with the polyp surface, they
are discarded from feature generation.
A =
6R2
p
3
4
where R = f16; 24; 32; : : : g (7.1)
We preliminary tested this method for by evaluating the skewness and kurtosis of the
LDO angle across 4 polyps in the Lucera dataset. The polyps were selected on the basis
that their surface vascularity must encompass at least 15% of the total image as to provide
enough area for our hexagons. For each polyp, we initially evaluated the features in a
group of 7 hexagons then shifted the group to another location and repeated. The centroid
of every new location was calculated by shifting the position of the primary conguration
four pixels in four dierent directions, 60 and 120. Thus for each polyp, we evaluated
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Figure 7.3: Example of hexagon based approach to region stability. The hexagonal
grid, centered around the middle hexagon (marked with black cross), is rotated clock-
wise around the polyp surface, evaluating the polyp features at each position.
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the features across 35 hexagons on the polyp surface. The radius of the hexagonal regions
was then increased and the process repeated. The results for the mean skewness and
kurtosis stability across the 4 polyps are shown in Figure 7.4. The error bars represent
the standard deviation of feature values across the 35 hexagonal regions.
In the case of skewness, Figure 7.4a, the size of the hexagonal grid is increased, the feature
values become more representative of the whole polyp surface. Thus there is an indication
of an underlining bias of the skewness of LDO with respect to the size of the area being
examined. This can lead to a method that allows us to know how big a polyp must be (or
how much of its surface needs to be captured) before it can be reliably classied and/or
used for training the classier. The size of the area needed depends on both the relative
distance of the polyp from the camera lens as well as on the type of feature examined.
However not all features can respond this way. For example, the feature of kurtosis of
the LDO angle, shown in Figure 7.4b, seems to remain approximately constant and more
stable across all but the smallest hexagonal region sizes. Hence, before classication of
an occluded or partial region, the stability of each feature must be separately evaluated
and features that do not converge towards the asymptotic value, in this case the whole
polyp surface must be discarded.
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(a) Skewness of LDO angle.
(b) Kurtosis of LDO angle.
Figure 7.4: Stability of the skewness and kurtosis of the angle of orientation dominance
as the size of the hexagonal grid is increased over a single polyp. The sampling of the
error bars is over the number of hexagonal regions tested at each increment of hexagonal
radius.
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7.3 Conclusion
While in Chapter 6 we were primarily dealing with the polyp surface as a whole, in this
chapter we made an attempt at investigating the polyp surface at a more local level. To do
this, we separated the polyp surface into smaller hexagonal windows and performed our
scale selection algorithm on each one separately. Then we selected for classication only
regions that highly correlated to the scale response of the global polyp prole, discarding
the rest. There are several reasons this is advantageous.
Firstly, we are able to be more selective as to which regions of the polyp we can dis-
regard from classication. For example, previously, if part of the polyp was blurred or
contaminated by image noise or foreign objects we would discard the whole polyp. Now
however, we have the ability to keep only the regions conforming to a more standard
polyp prole while discarding any corrupted regions that would serve to dilute accuracy.
Simultaneously this allows us to expand our already limited polyp dataset.
Secondly, we are now able to discern cases were a polyp has dual personality. For example,
on a global level, a polyp might be histologically matched closer to a hyperplastic case
but it is possible that it might still contain small regions that exhibit malignant behaviour
and are hence closely matched to an adenomatous prole. This would be very dicult to
recognise in vivo without resecting the polyp and sending it for histopathological exami-
nation. Given however the latest high magnication and high-denition images obtained
from the Exera system it is possible to use our sub-region algorithm to perform optical
biopsy at a ner window level.
Lastly, in this chapter we also utilised the hexagonal windows to briey examine the
stability of our features relative to polyp area. Using a xed grid comprising of a cluster
of 7 hexagons, we iteratively scanned parts of the polyp surface, evaluating our feature
space at each grid location. Once a mean feature space was evaluated, we increased the
hexagons radii and repeated the process, this time including more area into our feature
extraction step. Our results showed that the average per-grid feature values approached
the global values with increasing area indicating that those features are indeed stable.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis presented an initial set of algorithms that dene a basic framework for detect-
ing and classifying colorectal polyps.
We began by a thorough description of colorectal cancer and the morphological appearance
of polyps. We also outlined the costs and risk to patient health of the misclassication
of such lesions and the added benet of avoiding their resection. Furthermore, we gave
a brief description and evaluation of the current modalities of CRC screening and the
current state of academic research in the eld of polyp detection and classication.
Next, we presented a ow of operations that can detect polyps from 2-D shape signatures.
Our reasoning is closely tied to the assumption that detection is constrained to occur when
the endoscope is in exploratory mode (Section 4.2.2). The algorithm itself uses a cascade
ltering process to detect candidate polyp regions and proceed to lter them on the basis
of their orientation in relation to the tracked colon lumen. It also incorporates a temporal
check to ensure that this signature is maintained amongst successive frames. In addition
we tested this algorithm on two common cancer screening modes, a white light colonoscopy
video and a capsule endoscopy video. Our polyp detection performed with an accuracy
of 55.32% across 47 continuous frames colonoscopic video and 63.33% across 60 frames of
capsule endoscopy. However if taken from the perspective of two separate "polyp shots"
or polyp appearances then it scores well as an endoscopist will only need to be alerted for
the presence of a polyp, not track it across the whole video sequence. Further testing on a
larger dataset is needed before any reasonable performance benchmarks can be deduced.
Our method, although similar to [65] has several key features. First it can detect blurred
and chromatically aberrated frames that would be unsuitable for detection thus saving
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on computation time. Furthermore, it takes advantage of a pre-ltering stage with a
series of isotropic templates to isolate a set of suspicious regions. Polyp candidates are
then matched with a series of oriented lters based on their location and a measure of
polyp similarity is extracted for each one. Thus we avoid having to scan the whole image.
However, the idea of [65] to split the elliptical area into separate regions as to give better
discrimination is interesting and can be incorporated in the lter cascade in the future.
Lastly, when compared at a per-frame performance to polyp detection methods based on
texture analysis such as the one by Maroulis et al.[60] with 95% accuracy, our system
performs sub par. The increased resolution and bitrate of modern imaging modalities
also give an advantage towards adopting a texture analysis method for detection.
With regards to polyp classication, we presented a method that can dierentiate NBI
images of adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps. This was achieved by creating and tun-
ing a number of features from the Local Dominant Orientation eld magnitude, angle and
colour. We tested these features over datasets from two separate endoscopic platforms,
OlympusTM Evis Lucera and Exera, of 55 and 118 polyps respectively. In addition we
established a scale selection method to maximise feature performance and minimize vari-
ance due to magnication factor. We used a linear classier followed by a non-linear SVM
to enhance performance. In an attempt for further improvement, we tried to select sub-
regions based on how closely they correlate with the lter response from the whole polyp
surface. This however, proved unsuccessful as performance dropped when compared to
the whole polyp surface.
Our nal SVM classication gures are close in both polyp sets at 90.91% accuracy for
Lucera with 97.37% sensitivity and 74.47% specicity. Also for Exera, a larger dataset,
the accuracy was at 90.68% with 88.14% sensitivity and 93.22% specicity. It is important
to note however, that each dataset uses a dierent set of features so direct comparison
is ill-advised. Nevertheless, the underlying methodology for generating the features is
the same. When compared to current state-of-the-art in polyp dierentiation from NBI
images, our accuracy is better than [71] (86.6%), although it is surpassed by that of [78]
(93.1%). However it is important to stress that a highly sensitive classier as in the case of
Lucera is also desirable ia it implies a very small miss rate of adenomas. Lastly, as noted
in [78] one must bear in mind that the criterion standard, formal histopathology, has its
own sources of error and hence does not achieve in general 100% diagnostic accuracy.
Our classication performance is however comparable to the one of experts. In [78] expert
performance for large lesions  10mm was at 92.7% accuracy, 93.4% sensitivity and 91.8%
specicity. In addition our performance was better than that of non-expert endoscopists
[30], that achieved NBI performance of 72% accuracy, 77% sensitivity and 60% specicity.
It must be noted that as adenomas are more commonly encountered on endoscopy lists,
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the aforementioned studies had dataset sizes heavily skewed towards adenomatous polyps.
Our dataset however is comprised of an equal amount of adenomas and hyperplastic polyps
so we are not faced with a bias in performance due to sample size.
Lastly we analysed several future directions for the continuation of this work with regards
to investigating dierent colourspaces, automated segmentation and feature stability. We
also successfully applied our orientation features in another domain outside of colorectal
polyps. In the future we would like to focus more on the analysis of diminutive polyps.
Unfortunately with our dataset we did not know of the size of polyps hence conclusions
cannot be drawn on the accuracy of classication on smaller lesions.
Our code was primarily developed in MATLAB with the exception of the SVM classier
which was run on a customised version of LIBSVM [107] with added OpenMP support.
The wavelet ltering calculations were accelerated with the GPU using CUDA. Thus
although our choice of lters is computationally demanding, computation (for 18 scales,
magnication x3) for standard denition images is 15 seconds and for HD images 60
seconds. Thus it is still not quite realtime.
Concluding, we have contributed an ensemble of algorithms that constitute the basis of
our framework for the detection and classication of colorectal polyps. Although it has
its limitations, it is a rst step towards an automated, inexpensive and real-time optical
biopsy system. A system designed to decrease the miss rate of potentially malignant
lesions while simultaneously leading to savings in time, cost and patient risk.
8.2 Discussion of limitations
Although careful consideration has been placed in the design of this framework, there
remains a number of limitations that can also set the foundation for future work.
Starting with Chapter 4, Polyp Detection, the rst thing that needs to be pointed out is
that our methodology seeks further validation on more videos before any concrete claims
on its performance are made. Our detection algorithm is very naive on what it considers
a polyp as it relies on a simple 2D indication of curvature that is neither complete as
to include all polyp morphologies nor robust to errors in tracking of the colon lumen.
Additionally, the case of a at or depressed polyp, something that can easily be missed in
clinical practise, is not taken into account. More elaborate discussion on the limitations
of the algorithm is presented in Section 4.4.
Moving to Chapters 5, Feature Extraction, it must be noted that we rely on having a good
segmentation mask of the polyp and the background mucosa. These regions have been
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manually selected in our study and we were careful as to not include the edge of the polyp
but an automatic segmentation method might not produce the same quality of features.
In addition, it is also crucial to properly detect and ignore parts of the image skewed
by chromatic aberration, interlacing artifacts or specularities. Although we presented a
number of solutions to these problems in Section 5.2 their general ecacy needs to be
investigated. Additionally, until the output format of images from endoscopic platforms
is standardised, there will always be some variation in either colour or image quality
between dierent architectures. This is the reason after all that we treated images from
Lucera and Exera as separate datasets. Hence we cannot guarantee that the classication
performance can generalise to systems outside the ones included in this study. Lastly,
although we cross-validated our classication performance, out datasets are quite limited
with only 55 and 118 images in the case of Lucera and Exera respectively.
Focusing on Chapter 6, feature selection and classication, a number of dierent avenues
could also have been explored, particularly in the classier used. Of particular interest
are Random Forests. Random Forests [108] is a more recent advancement in the eld
of machine learning and works by constructing a number of decisions trees and making
a decision depending on a majority voting of individual trees. This attempts to tackle
the inherent disadvantage of an individual decision tree whose structure might not be
globally optimal. At the same time it expands on their advantages providing a mostly
non-parametric way of classication, robustness to outliers and can deal well with uneven
datasets as is the case with the Lucera data. Finally, Random Forests can also oer a
method to observe feature interactions and outlier measures and can hence be used as
another feature selection technique to verify the results from mRMR.
Lastly, in Chapter 7, our results on feature stability can be considered preliminary at best
and need to be validated against a larger polyp dataset. In addition, there is a missing
link between the stability of features and the hexagonal region size used in Section 7.1.
Subregion classication should be hence performed once the radius of the hexagonal region
has been properly dened as to maintain feature stability and ensure correlation to the
whole polyp surface classication presented in Section 6.2.2.
8.3 Future Directions
8.3.1 Automated Segmentation
A limitation of our system, and of other studies [69][78], is the reliance on having to
manually select the region of interests, being the polyp surface and background mucosa.
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Having this performed during in vivo endoscopy would introduce too much eort for it
to be a viable optical biopsy tool. In addition, the segmentations (and probably the
accuracy of classication) would susceptible to bias depending on how good or bad the
observer segments the regions. Thus it is essential to incorporate an automated polyp
segmentation algorithm to work in conjunction with our classier.
This problem was addressed as part of our cooperation with Medicsight in the work pub-
lished by Ganz et al. [109]. They proposed an extension to the gPb-OWT-UCM algorithm
[110] for boundary detection and segmentation. In short, the gPb-OWT-UCM produces
a nested oversegmentation of the image but as you travel up each level, neighbouring
regions are merged together to form new boundaries for segmentation. This is called an
Ultrametric Contour Map (Figure 8.1) and is essentially a single image of hierarchical
contours. The important part is knowing at which level you need to stop to obtain your
region of interest. Ganz et al. solved this issue by two assumptions: First that the polyp
shape is approximately elliptical and secondly by assuming that the region of interest is
in the center of the image.
Hence, following initial preprocessing (specular removal and inpainting),they perform an
ellipse tting at the centre of each hierarchical level of the UCM and nally select a level
based on the area overlap of this ellipse with the segmentation at that level. Thus the
parameters of the gPb-OWT-UCM algorithm are selected automatically. This performs
quite well with an accuracy of 88%17% and an agreement in area overlap of 49%27%
with the mask segmented by experts. Their test dataset was 87 polyps. In addition, a
brute force approach to tune the gPb-OWT-UCM was attempted but results were not
signicantly dierent than the automated method. This proposed system appears to be
more extensively tested than related work such as the one proposed by Gross et al. [111]
that uses a canny edge detector in combination with image resizing and noise reduction.
It would be interesting to combine the our classier with such an automated segmentation
system. Given our features are histogram based and have proven to perform even at sub-
region level with good accuracy it could prove to be a good rst step to a fully automatic
optical biopsy system. This would allow a realtime comparison between a CAD algorithm
and an endoscopist during colonoscopy, which reects true clinical practice.
8.3.2 Choice of Colourspace
The features in Chapter 5, Polyp Feature Extraction, are primarily generated from the
intensity gradients and colour information of each image. The more accurate and dis-
sociated our representation is of each, the more independent our features will be, hence
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Figure 8.1: Construction of an Ultrametric Contour Map (UCM) from a polyp image,
adapted from [109]. The intensity of the regions in the UCM map is proportional to the
hierarchical level to which they belong.
the better our ability for classication. For this research, we focused on using the HSV
colourspace but perhaps a better choice would have been to use the Lab colourspace.
The Lab formula [112] was derived by tting psychological data, real colour dierence
judgements made by volunteers, hence by design it approximates human vision. Lab,
as HSV, can readily dissociate colour hues and the lightness associated with each hue
into separate channels. However colourspaces such as HSV and HSL measure the physical
lightness of the colour but not the perceived brightness. Thus, a fully saturated hue of
yellow has the same 'Value' as a fully saturated blue or red. Their perceived brightness
is, however, dierent. Figure 8.2b depicts several colours, of fully saturated hue, all
with the same 'Value' in the HSV colourspace. If we try to use a common RGB to
grayscale conversion via weighted sum, as indicated by Equation (8.1), we get the result
in Figure 8.2a. Using the Lightness channel L, of the Lab space we get the result shown
in Figure 8.2c. From the gures it is evident that the Lab 'Lightness' channel has
an advantage for the perceived approximation of brightness relative to each colour over
the other two methods. As we are trying to translate what an endoscopist perceives as
dierent intensities into an algorithm, we could try to select the Lab Lightness channel
as input for our image gradient lters.
Finally the Lab space, apart from the Lightness component, L, also has two bipolar
colour components, a (red/magenta - green) and b (yellow - blue). It is a perceptually
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(a) RGB to grayscale using a weighted sum
of the three channels.
(b) RGB to HSV 'Value' channel.
(c) RGB to L  a  b 'Lightness' channel.
Figure 8.2: Example of how the image intensity representation changes depending on the
colourspace used. The HSV 'Value' channel (b) outputs the same brightness value for
all colour hues whereas the Lab 'Lightness' (c) has a better representation than a pure
RGB grayscale transform (a).
uniform space in which the perceived (small) dierences between colours are reected by
euclidean distances. Hence, if we are trying to measure how dierent, colour-wise, a region
is from another it perceptually makes more sense to use the Lab space as small changes
in the perceived colour will equate to smaller Euclidean distances between coordinates.
However, whether this will produce better features than the existing HSV based ones still
needs to be investigated.
I = 0:299R + 0:587G+ 0:114B (8.1)
8.3.3 Application of features from Orientation Angles in other
research areas
In addition to the work on polyp classication we also investigated the applicability of our
features in other research areas. A fruitful project was conducted in partnership with the
group of Prof. Molly Stevens at the Department of Materials, Imperial College London.
The aim was to analyze transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of mouse tissue
to test if the orientation of collagen bres present was aected by the level of strontium ion
concentration. The task was complicated by the varying levels of mineralisation present
per dataset which appeared as dark spots in the image (see Figure 8.3a). These structures
have a strong orientation signature that, being roughly circular, can span across multiple
angles and overpowers the more subtle signatures from the collagen bres.
To perform our orientation analysis, we rst successfully used the algorithm described in
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(a) A TEM image of mouse tissue. (b) Detected mineral blob.
(c) Frangi Vesselness lter orientations. (d) Frangi Vesselness lter magnitude.
Figure 8.3: Using the Frangi Vesselness lter to extract orientation angle and magnitude.
Section 4.2.3 of this thesis to detect and remove the oval mineralisation structures. The
results are shown in Figure 8.3b. From here we used the Frangi Vesselness lter [77] to
extract vessel magnitude (Figure 8.3d) and orientations (Figure 8.3c) as it was compu-
tationally cheaper to test than wavelet ltering with LDO. Where there is no signicant
vascular structure, the image gradients are more susceptible to the noise and hence the
orientation extraction is inconclusive at these regions. To provide weighting only to the
vessel structure, we multiply the orientation image with its associated magnitude image
thus obtaining the orientation only relevant to the collagen vascularity. We then proceeded
with the orientation angle feature generation as described in Section 5.3.2 constructed the
pooled histograms of orientations for each collagen bre dataset. From there we calculated
the standard deviation of the orientation histogram bins as a measure of kurtosis of the
histograms. We then carried out a one way Analysis Of Varianace(ANOVA) to compare
the standard deviations from the 3 dierent test sets. The results, shown in Figure 8.4,
indicated that there was a statistical dierence between the standard deviations of the
1Sr and 3Sr set (p<0.05). The OSt set was the control. The results were presented at
the 12th International Symposium on Biomineralization (Biomin 12) by our collaborator
from the Stevens Group, Kharissa Nitiputri.
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Figure 8.4: Anova test for the standard deviations obtained from the orientation his-
tograms for each of the 3 test sets. p < 0.05 between 1Sr and 3Sr indicating the dierence
between their mean 'kurtosis' metric is statistically signicant. Red crosses represent out-
lier values, upper and lower bounds are in black, blue box plot encloses the 75th and 25th
Percentile, with red line in the middle being the median feature value. The OSt tissue set
was the control.
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Appendix A
Kudos pit-pattern and VCI scale
Figure A.1: Modied Kudos pit-pattern classication and VCI grading scale. A Kudo
group A suggests nonadenomatous polyp whereas group B pit patterns are indicative of
adenomas. Adapted from [36].
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